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Phone system premiere set for August
by Benjamin Marrison
staff reporter

Although no physical work
has begun, American Telephone
& Telegraph has assured the
University that its $5.06 million
telephone system will be ready
for a "cutover" from the old
system to the new on Aug. 19 of
next year.
James Corbitt, associate director of Auxiliary Support
Services, said the construction
or rewiring is in the preliminary
stage, with the majority of the
work dealing with deciding
"who needs what kind of phone
to serve them most efficiently."
Corbitt also said the system
will be more economical.

"It will save the students
some money on their long-distance phone calls because we
will use the least cost router,"
he said. This system will automatically fina the cheapest
method of connecting a call.
When it was used on the faculty
level, the University witnessed a
50-percent drop in phone
charges.
cover construction
The "
should
in the next two
months
the contract has
been made official.
The University's lawyers will
check through the contract after
AT&T's lawyers finish, "to be
sure everything is written as we
want it to be," Corbitt said.
Corbitt, who directed a University-wide telecommunica-

tions study which led to the new
system, said there are three
elements in the project.
"THE MAJOR part of the
project is the rewiring of all of
the buildings," he said, noting
this makes up $1.2 million of the
project's budget.
The University has an advantage over many schools because
most wiring is underground.
Temple University, in Philadelphia, is not as fortunate.
Temple purchased a telecommunications system but has run
into wiring problems, Corbitt
said.
"They are having to close off
streets to place the wires underground - like what we have
here," be said.

University administrators are
taking every precaution to insure that when the wires are
replaced, (only) a small amount
of class disruption will occur."
Corbitt said the best way to do
this is to "have the wires
changed during low levels at the
University - like during
breaks."
Duane Whitmore. director of
scheduling in the office of Registration and Records, is working
with Fayetta Paulsen, associate
vice president for Student Affairs: residential services, and
AT&T employees to help eliminate all classroom disruption.
"AT&T HAS pledged to work
around the schedules of the University - even if they have to

work nights and weekends - to
avoid a lot of disruption," Corbitt said.
The second element in the
project is replacing all phones
on campus with touch-tone
phones, he said.
"It's more than just putting in
the phones," Corbitt said. "Different phones do different functions. Well be working hard to
find out who needs what kind of
phone to do their desired function."
Committees are trying to determine that, he said. The University is broken down into 200
areas for phone usage, and
"some have very complex systems - with their own operators
and everything."
Corbitt said the complex sys-

tems are of special concern, but
they are not the only concern.
"We do not want to leave anyone
out," Corbitt said. The committees also have to be aware of
every phone on campus, "even if
there's one in somebody's closet
- we have to know about it."
Corbitt said the third element
in the project is buying a digitaltype computer from AT&T. The
computer will be put in the
alarm-protected Centrex building.
'"The problem with this will be
bringing the new one (computer) in while keeping the old
one going," Corbitt said. This
new computer, a System 85 from
AT&T, will not arrive on campus
until this summer.

Volunteers help
children's center
by Carole Homberger
staff reporter

What's next?

Klmberly Jamison, senior social work major, signs Shannon Walston's

Property tax levies
to face city voters
at polls on Tuesday
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Property tax levies for the
Bowling Green City Schools, the
Wood County Mental Health
Board and city recreation needs
will go before Bowling Green
voters Tuesday.
A 1.7-mill, five-year permanent improvement levy tor the
city school district is intended to
provide funds for long-term projects to "maintain, repair, replace or remodel buildings and
to repair or replace needed
equipment," said Gary Evans,
coordinator of news and community relations for the school district.
If passed, the levy, expected
to generate about $345,000 a
year, will replace the current
1.8-mill levy which expires Dec.
31.
Protects expected to be
funded by the new levy include
restoration of the junior high
school auditorium, lighting renovation, window replacement,
and drainage and sewer
changes. Money will not be used
to pay staff salaries, Evans said.
The school levy will increase
property taxes about $1.73 per
$10,000 of property value,
according to information released by the school district
office.
VOTER RENEWAL of an
existing 0.2-mill, five-year levy
roc Wood County, mental health

services will fund operations of
the Children's Resource Center,
the Wood County office of Family Services of Greater Toledo,
the Wood County Mental Health
Center, the Wood County Council on Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse, The Link and the Family
and Child Abuse Prevention
Center, said Sandra Numann,
administrative assistant for the
Wood County Mental Health
Board.
The mental health levy is expected to generate about $145,000 a year for county mental
health services and will cost
property owners $1.17 per $10,000 of property value, Numann
said.
The city's department of
parks and recreation has placed
on the ballot a new 0.5-mill, fiveyear property tax at current tax
rates, replacing the current 0.5mill levy based on earlier, lower
property valuations.
The recreational levy is exKted to generate an additional
400 a year for departmentsponsored athletic programs
and swimming pool operation at
the city park.
According to information released by the Parks and Recreation Department, the average
homeowner with a $50,000 home
will pay $8.75 a year. The levy
will provide 25 percent of the
department's income. Income
taxes will provide 36 percent and
39 percent will come from user
fees and charges.
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name to her artwork. Shannon, almost 3 years old, is a Bowling Green
resident and the daughter of Anne Walston.

The Children's Resource
Center has been serving
Wood County children since
1972. But the center would be
lost without University student volunteers, according to
Diane Preston, volunteer
coordinator.
Preston said the CRC, a
nonprofit organization at 1057
Klott Rd., relies on student
volunteers to fulfill its objective of providing children 17
and under with mental health
care and other health services.
With 50 volunteer spots
i every week, Preston ex' it would be impossible for the CRC to hire people
for those positions.
"They (the volunteers) are
a major success to the program," she said.
There are two groups of
volunteers. Preston said the
A group includes graduate
students working on master's
degrees in psychology or sociology and the B group includes undergraduate
students with majors ranging
from psychology to accounting. Community volunteers
are also included in this area.
The center deals with many
problems of children and parents in the community from
sexual and physical abuse to

helping parents deal with the
stages of child development.
PRESTION SAID CRC programs fall under one of tour
major categories. Each includes the help of student
volunteers who have gone
through extensive training
sessions.
The first area is the Preventative Program which includes testing of preschool
and elementary-aged children. Preston said tests such
as vision screening, speech,
motor skills, height ana
weight are conducted in
schools with the help of three
to eight volunteers.
Children in the Taller
Group program are encouraged to interact with others
while away from their parents and at least three volunteers and staff supervision
are used at each session.
CRC also runs a Teen Center at the Wood County
Fairgrounds every weekday
where children can go after
school.
PRESTON SAID most children who attend have working parents and this program
gives them a supervised
place to go where they can
participate in activities such
as volleyball, pool and
dances.
At least two volunteers are
used at the Teen Center.
• See CENTER page 7

Indians sad, angry over murder
NEW DELHI, India (AP) - A
tearful, vengeful India mourned
the assassinated Indira Gandhi
yesterday and turned to the
slain prime minister's son to
lead the huge nation through its
time of crisis.
The 66-year-old Gandhi was
cut down outside her home yesterday morning in a barrage of
gunfire by her own Sikh bodyguards, officials reported. One
of the two gunmen was then
killed and the other wounded,
they said.
The mortally wounded prime
minister, a Hindu, died five
hours later, setting off a wave of
anti-Sikh violence across the
nation.
Hundreds were reported injured in New Delhi, where Hindu
crowds set ablaze Sikh shops
and stoned Sikh shrines.
Extremist members of the

minority Sikh religion had
threatened repeatedly to kill the
prime minister, especially since
she ordered a bloody army assault against the Sikhs' holy
Golden Temple last June to
crush the Sikh separatist
movement in Punjab state.
NATIONAL LEGISLATORS
of Gandhi's governing Congress
Party met in emergency caucus
yesterday and unanimously
chose her son, Rajiv, 40, a party
general secretary, to succeed
Later, under heavy security
at the presidential palace, President Zail Singh administered the
oath of office to Gandhi, a member of Parliament and former
airline pilot who had been
groomed by his mother to continue the "Nehru dynasty."
Indira Gandhi, daughter of
India's first prime minister, Ja-

waharlal Nehru, dominated the
E)iitical life of this teeming naMI for two decades. She turned
India into a nuclear power and
strengthened its role as a Third
World leader, but her governments made little progress in
relieving India's deep poverty,
or in overcoming its internal
religious and ethnic conflicts.
"Our beloved Mrs. Indira
Gandhi is no longer with us," a
grieving President Singh, himself a Sikh, said in a nationwide
televised address last night.
"... Let us demonstrate to
the world that India's stability
cannot be jeopardized by a
handful of sub-human assassins."
THE FUNERAL and cremation were scheduled for Saturday. Until then, her body will lie
in state at her late father's
borne. The armed forces were

put on alert and a 12-day period
of national mourning was declared.
The Indian leader was shot at
9:20 a.m. (10:50 p.m. EST Tuesday) as she emerged from her
home on a tree-lined New Delhi
avenue for a recorded interview
with British actor Peter Ustinov.
"Suddenly ... two persons
carrying Sten (submachine)
guns - one uniformed and one in
civilian clothes - shot at Mrs.
Gandhi," the news agency
United News of India later reported.
One of the Sikh security men
fired from just seven feet away,
it said, and the prime minister
clad in an orange cotton sari, fell
with a cry. Between eight and 16
bullets struck her in the chest,
abdomen and thigh, various reports said.

Olscamp to be * jailed' for charity
by Patti Skinner

reporter
A warrant is out for the arrest
of University President Paul
Olscamp and head basketball
coach John Weinhart - but their
arrests will be for charity.
The Wood County chapter of
the American Cancer Society is
sponsoring a Jail-n-Bail fund
raiser Nov. 7. For $25, anyone
can have a friend, boss, pal or
professor arrested.
The victim will be served a
summons, handcuffed and taken
away by city or University po-

lice officers to a mock tail at the
Bowling Green Country Club.
There, mug shots will be taken
and criminals will be outfitted in
the distinctive orange coveralls
of the Bowling Green jail.
Jerry Lee. a Bowling Green
attorney, will serve as judge in a
kangaroo court and set bail
which arrestees must earn by
making pledge calls. Their incarceration should last about an
hour.
"I'm hoping the University
will participate," said Anita
Kirby, executive director of the
Wooa County American Cancer
Society. "I'd like to,see a big

turnout from people at the UniSUGGESTED that a
group of students or everyone in
an office could pitch in to arrest
a professor or boss.
When someone orders an arrest, the society asks for the
most convenient time to pick up
the alleged criminal to make the
event run smoothly. Kirby said
no one has ever refused to play
along when they find out the
money goes to the Cancer Society.
The arrest should come as a
total surprise to the alleged
criminals. "They have, no idea

they're going to be arrested and
we won't tell them who arranged
for the arrest," Kirby said.
The idea is copied from other
Cancer Society chapters which
found it quite successful, she
fakL "They (other chapters)
had so much fun with it They
said it was their most enjoyable
fundraiser."
If all goes well, the local chapter will plan and possibly extend
the fundraiser next year.
Kirby said Wednesday was
chosen because it tends to be the
quietest day in Bowling Green
and the arrests wfll be made by
off-duty police officers. v
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Editorial

What their plans are for '84

Despite uproar Reagan, Mondale and taxes
research helps
by Mary Beth Vesely

A recent heart transplant that saved a baby
/\giri's life is stirring controversy on the
medical ethics of the life-saving procedure.
Friday, a 17-day-old girl known only as Baby Fae
was the transplant recipient of a baby baboon's
heart. The infant is the longest surviving human
ever to receive an animal heart.
But people are criticizing the ethics of the transplant.
Many are outraged because doctors at Loma
Linda Medical Center in California, where the
transplant was performed, apparently did not
attempt to use a human heart that was available
for transplant about 70 miles away.
Objectors believe that Baby Fae was used as a
guinea pig for doctors at Loma Linda to test the
experimental procedure.
While we acknowledge - because there was a
human heart available - Baby Fae was used
experimentally, we do not denounce the further
development of a technique that uses animal organs to save human lives.
Every year, thousands of people in need of vital
body organs die because a transplant organ is not
available. If an alternative form of transplant can
be perfected, the lives of millions of people will be
saved.
The conflict arises when there is a choice between an experimental technique and a medically
approved procedure. In the case of Baby Fae,
every effort should have been made to use a human
heart. But in situations in which there is no alternative, any means available - including the use of
experimental organ transplants - should be attempted.

The following is the third in a
four part series on the candidates'positions concerning major issues in the'84 campaign.
Ever since Walter Mondale's
acceptance speech at the democratic convention when he
claimed, "Taxes will be raised.
Reagan won't tell you. I just
did, the subject of taxes has
remained a very important issue in this election race. Because of the resulting pressure
to do so, both Reagan and Mondale have outlined their tax
plans for the coming term.
Reagan himself opposes any
rise in individual taxes, and has
publicly admitted that he would
increase tax rates only as a
"last resort." But with the nation's economists stating that
the deficits cannot be lowered
significantly unless the government finds large amounts of
additional revenue, Reagan's
base plan of budget cutting with
no increased taxes appears as
insufficient and has a high probability of falling short.
•In 1962, he signed the Tax
Equity and Fiscal Responsibil-

would come from individual income homes. Out of roughly $46
billion, the burden will be designed to fall most heavily, on
upper-income tax payers. Calculated increase in taxes for the
various tax brackets would go as
follows:
-125,000 or less; no tax increase
-125,000-35,000; $95 tax increase
-135,000-45,000; $205 tax increase
-$100,000 or more; $2,600 tax
increase
Under the Mondale plan, no
family with less than $25,000 will
be subjected to a tax increase.

With the median family income
in the U.S. at $24,580, that means
more than half the families in
the U.S. will not face a higher
federal tax bill. For the income
homes over $60,000 (the wealthiest 14% of U.S. families), they
will pay 75% of the increased tax
bill.
Starting in 1985, Individual tax
brackets will be indexed to keep
inflation from pushing taxpayers into higher tax brackets. The
Mondale plan would offer full
indexing benefits to families
with incomes less than $25,000.
However, income families making more would not receive benefits and would be taxed to the

full extent.
With the final 10% Individual
tax cut in effect since July 1963,
Mondale would place a limit on
tax cuts for couples' income
homes over $60,000 and individual's over $45,000.
A possible $10 billion in additional taxes by improving overall compliance with current tax
laws and another $4 billion by
continuing a freeze on Reagan's
tax cuts scheduled to take effect
in 1984 are other ways outlined
by Mondale to raise additional
revenue for the government.
Mary Beth Vesely is an International Business major from
Avon, Ohio.

Taxes

ity Act which raised taxes for a
total of $98 billion.
•Later that year, Congress
passed, and Reagan signed, a 5cent-a-gallon increase in the federal gasoline tax designed to
raise $5.5 billion a year for road
and highway repairs.
•In 1983, the President signed
the Social Security Act Amendments which, among other
raised payroll taxes.
crocks of gold, which they bank things,
•So even though Reagan
at the endof the rainbow. They claims
would "veto any tax
are full of mischief and go riding bill thathe would
raise personal
about the countryside on the income-tax rates,"
he has still
backs of dogs, sheep, goats and left himself room in
which to
sometimes, when on their worst maneuver.
behavior, on the parish priest's
For all other aspects though,
bicycle.
Many an Irishman has re- Mondale has approached the
turned home from an all-night issue of taxes in a way totally
Eiib ramble with the alibi of opposite as that compared to
Reagan.
aving been carted off to the
The largest portion of the new
wee folk's version of Studio 54
tax revenues Mondale seeks
for a riotous bash that would
defy belief anywhere but in Ireland.
November Eve, or Halloween,
the poet William Butler Yeats
noted in "Mythologies," his
charming look at Ireland's spirit
world, is when the fairies mourn
the coming of winter and awake
the dead for ghostly dancing by Bob Wad*
partners.
This mingling of mythology
If USG is "merely standing in
and theology has long been the the batter's box waiting for a
despair of the Irish clergy, par- turn," then the writer of the
ticularly the new wave out of the Friday, October 26 editorial is
seminary at Maynooth wise in still standing outside of the stathe ways of Karl Rahner and dium, waiting to purchase a
Teilhard de Chardin, but a bit ticket. The editorial must have
out of step with Willie Yeats and been written by an inexBram Stoker, the Dublin writer perienced journalist who lacked
who discovered Count Dracula.
professionalism. After all, one
"Now don't tell me, Mrs. attribute of a quality journalist
O'Leary," a newly ordained is the ability (or common sense)
priest rebuked one of his oldest to get all of the facts before a
parishioners, "that a daily com- decision or story is made.
municant like yourself believes
It is quite obvious that the
in fairies and leprechauns and
writer ot the editorial did not
pookas and all that nonsense?"
gather all of the facts before
"Of course not, Father," she
writing. There are many ways,
assured him, "but they're
which are open to all students
there."
that the writer could have found
Hugh A. Mulligan la a special out what USG is doing. First of
correspondent lor the Associated Press.

Ghosts in Ireland
a Celtic tradition
by Hugh A. Mulligan
Oh, to be in Ireland now that
the Halloween week is here.
Ghosts and ghouls galore
haunt the Hibernian heaths,
some benign, some vindictive,
all of them unpredictable and
full of pranks that make every
one of their tricks a treat.
On the eve of All Hallows,
when the sheeted dead do shriek
and gibber, the cry of the
banshee is heard in the land.
The banshee, usually a beautiful young woman in a green
dress, long flowing wispy hair
and red eyes from constant
weeping, is Ireland's wailing
messenger of death.
Her keening can be heard for
several nights outside the house
of someone about to die. If,
however, the banshee appears in
the guise of a withered old crone
wrapped in a winding sheet, her
high-pitched dirge is said to predict (be death of a member of
the family dying far away, perhaps in Australia or America.
Celtic tradition holds that people whose names begin with Mc
or 0, as in McCarthy or O'Brien,
are most likely to be visited by
this singing harbinger of doom.
But anyone can be carried off
X'he fairies or the wee people
dance the night away with
such reckless abandon that a
special breed of cobblers called
leprechauns are busy mending
their tiny shoes. About three feet
high, dressed in a cocked hat,
red jacket and matching
breeches with gold buckled at
the knee, leprechauns grow rich
at their trade and accumulate
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Editorial was lacking the facts

Wade questions News' ethics
all, the editor could have attended a USG meeting which is
held 7:30 p.m. every Tuesday in
112 Life Science. These meetings
are advertised every week in the
BG News. One would hope the
editor reads his or her own paper to keep up on current events
and issues. Second, the editor
could have attended the Live
Remote in the Mid-Am Room on
Monday, Oct. 22, which was also
heavily advertised in the BG
News. Third, the editor could
have read and compared the
minutes of previous years. By
doing so, the editor would have
noticed a remarkable improvement of USG as a whole.
Lastly, the editor should possess
a more acute awareness of what
does effect the students of
BGSU.

■respond
The BG News Editorial
Page is the campus forum for
comments regarding articles in
The News or important issues
concerning the University and
its community.
Guest columns from members of the University community are gladly accepted.

Letters to the Editor should
not be longer than 200 words and
guest columns should not be
longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right]
to reject letters or portions oi
letters that are in t>ad taste,
malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to conden-
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Do you, the student body, feel
that the Constitution directly
concerns you? In the same manner which the U.S. Constitution
effects us as citizens of this
country, the Undergraduate Student Body Constitution effects
our rights as students of this
institution. I do not believe that
the Constitution is "internal bureaucracy," but rather an issue
affecting every student. Past
USG administrations should
have, but did not take the time
and the effort to ratify a strong,
workable Constitution. This administration is taking the time
and will make the effort for the
Constitution, and shall see the
process through to its end.
According to the editor, USG
does not have the "ability to
begin a task and successfully
see it through." If the editor
would have attended a USG
meeting, he or she would have
realized that we have already
demonstrated that ability. For
example, at the beginning of the
year, residents of Harshman
Quad brought their concerns to
USG. USG worked with the residents and administrators involved and have reached a
satisfactory resolution.
The editorial noted a successful voter registration drive, but
condemned USG for not informing the students on campaign
issues thus far. Do the staff
members of the BG News communicate? If so. the author of
the editorial would have realized
that USG wanted to sponsor a
non-partisan written debate in
the BG News, but was told by
your Editorial Editor, Mike
Towle that the BG News was
already doing such a project.
Therefore, USG has prepared a
Get-Out-To-Vote campaign, including information on issues
and candidates, which will go
into effect this week (a more
opportune time for such a camIn response to the charge
against our "blitz week," deeming it unnecessary, it is USG's
belief that publicity should
never end. This publicity campaign is Just another method of

takine USG to the students.
.
At this time, we are: advertising all meetings, preparing a
newsletter, visiting various organizational and nail council
meetings, sponsoring discussion
forums (ie. Live remote and
Rap with your Rep), preparing a
State of the University Address,
as well as individual Senator's
coorespondences with their constituents. Therefore USG is taking action to represent the
concerns of the student body. It
should be noted, however, that
USG is a government and making it work is a two-way street. It
is our responsibility to be accessible to the students and to represent them, and it is tne
student's responsibility to bring
their concerns to USG.
The current administration of
USG has promoted change and
initiative on campus. Due to
USG's current administration,
the students are well represented on many university
committees, and lor the first
time, a city committee. The
snow policy is one example of
how USG is promoting change to
benefit students (in this case,
particularly the off-campus and
commuter students). This USG/COCO policy will be on the
agenda of the next Faculty Senate meeting due to USG's efforts.
Constructive and informed citicism is always welcome, be-,
cause through criticism, USG
can better evaluate our efforts
and represent the students of
BGSU. I believe that the recent
editorial was not constructive
criticism, but uniformed criticism. One small piece of irony is
the fact that Mike Mclntyre, the
only member of the BG News
staff who attends USG meetings.
disagreed with the editorial, and
felt it was unjustified.
USG needs to hear what con-,
cerns the students have in order
to represent you. The Uin USG'
is you, and to continue USG's:
progress, we need you, the student body, to work with us.
Bob Wade la president of the
Undergraduate Student Govern'
meat
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Students study
weather patterns
by Jim Lesczynskl Jr.

reporter

One area of study at the University hasn't left its students
out in the cold.
The University has been successful in placing graduates in
weather predicting and analysis
positions, according to Glenn
Frey, associate professor of geography.
Frey said the University has
placed three or four people in
this area, including one with the
National Weather Bureau in
Washington, D.C., and one in a
weather bureau station.
Entry level salaries in the
field are around $20,000, but
Frey said graduates can get
better-paying Jobs than at the
Weather Bureau because positions at observation posts
usually are available.
Although the University does
not offer a meteorology major,
students can assemble an individualized major.
"Students who put together
their own background won't
have any trouble getting a job,"

Swinger
Dean BerishT Junior radio-television-film major, swings a psychromeler on top of the walkway between Hanna and University Halls as part

SPECIAL Any Lo/go 16" Ono Kom PUzo For

$750

plus a FREE 7 Uti btl.
of PEPSI with this
coupon. A 110.20
voiuo. Ask for when
ordering.
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of his meteorology class. Swinging the psychrometer will enable
Berlsh to measure the dew point.

We Welcome You to Participate in a Policy
Awareness Discussion
WHAT ARE THE PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES REALLY SAYING?

Ci. Kwiu SI«
Chicago $>•/• Imtia

Open 4 P.m.
FREE DELIVERY
riUW»)l rflamSl

352-5166

On* Coupon Po< Plixo
Expires 11/30/84

Voted Bost PIISO In B.C.

An objective presentation will be conducted by four
University Professors regarding the differences in the
candidates' views in the following areas:
* The Economy - Dr. Richard Douglas
* The Judiciary - Dr. Steven Ludd
* Inter-Governmental Affairs - Dr. Frank McKenna
* Foreign Policy - Dr. Joesph Krauter
Tonight at 8:00 p.m., 200 Moseley
Sponsored By: Pre-Law Society
RECEPTION WILL FOLLOW

♦♦♦A*****************************************************

I

A WEEKEND FULL OF EXCITEMENT. . .

<&^L5
THURSDAY - ATTITUDE
1ISSJ*
N*>&**NIGHT
The regular price on mixed drinks is
5(P all night long!

FRIDAY - "BEST CHEST"
From 8-8:30 p.m., regular mixed drink
prices - 50* - for the 18 and over crowd.

SATURDAY - MIDNIGHT
MADNESS PARTY
From 8-8:30 p.m., regular
mixed drink prices - 50* - for
the 18 and over crowd.
Located just North of Bowling Green on Rt. 25
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A good background usually
includes two years of math, two
years of computer science, 11/2

years of physics and courses in
the meteorology department,
Frey said.
METEOROLOGY courses offered by the University include
those on weather and climate,
meteorology, severe weather
and a readings course not offered through the University in
weather forecasting.
Meteorology and the readings
course are the only two "forecasting" courses, Frey said. The
students in the weather and climate class do make one forecast, he said, but that is not the
main focus of the course.
Frey said students should not
procrastinate in preparing for
such a degree.
"Students wait until their senior year to start taking courses
and end up taking graduate
work to get their requirements,"
he said.
There are also opportunities
in radio and television weather
for interested students, including translating data and formulating forecasts, Frey added.
Frey said students interested
in radio or television forecasting
should combine meteorological
studies with a background in
speech communications or radlo-television-film.
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Campaign wrap-ups planned
will be co-sponsoring a nuclear
freeze rally with other student
organizations Friday. The rally
wffl be behind the University
Union noon to 3 p.m.
Although the election is only
days away, the Campus Democrats plan on continuing to educate the community on the local
campaign and candidates,
O'Brien said.
"We're still working on voter
education and information, the
local campaign, what Campus
Democrats stand for and what
our candidates will do for students." she said.
Although the polls and cam-

April McdelUn
slaff reporter

Campus Democrats and College Republicans have planned
several activities to wrap up
local pre-election campaign efforts.
James Scherk, Democratic
candidate for the 5th Congressional District, toured campus
residence halls Tuesday night to
campaign and answer student
Siestions, according to Ellen
'Brien, president of Campus
Democrats.
She said Campus Democrats

pus climate indicate strong support for President Reagan,
O'Brien said Campus Democrats has not given up hope for a
Mondale-Ferraro victory.
"WE REALIZE that BG is a
fairly conservative campus, but
we've received more support
since the debates and we really
feel people are coming out of the
woodwork," O'Brien said. "We
think the Republicans will be
surprised on election day."
College Republicans is focusing its campaign wrap-up on
area senior citizens' homes.
The group visited an area
senior citizen center Tuesday to

distribute literature and speak
to senior citizens about the Republican candidates and the upcoming election, said John
Nehrenz, president of College
Republicans.
Nehrenz said College Republicans also will be visiting a Toledo senior citizen home
Saturday.
He said the group is very
confident of a victory for President Reagan next week.
"The night of the election, we
will have a victory party at the
Republican headquarters for all
who have been working on the
campaign."

Counseling, exams offered

Women's health clinic educates
needed," Mary Johnson, OB/GYN nurse practitioner, said.
Located in Health Center with
five examining rooms and a
newly acquired medical assistant to handle all pre-exam procedures and appointments, the
clinic runs smoothly.
"We get really good feedback.
This is a good indication of how
we are doing. I think we are
doing very well." Joanne Navin,
head nurse and clinic coordinator, said.
Women visiting the clinic may
find the diversity of services
educational.

by Teresa PerrerU
staff reporter

Handling case loads of about
25 to 30 individuals a day, the
Women's Health Clinic is acquiring a reputation for education and healing.
Since the clinic's inception in
August 1963, its staff has counseled women on problems including contraception,
pregnancy, premarital concerns, sexually transmitted diseases, menstrual problems and
feminine hygiene.
"Students were seen before
the clinic opened, but they didn't
get the time and assistance they

"WE STRESS education,

health prevention and counseling," Navin said. "We offer routine exams, Pap smears,
counseling regarding contraception, breast examinations, pregnancy and any other
gynecological problems."

is not federally funded and only
gets |17 from the general fee.
According to Navin, anyone
attending the University can
visit the clinic and records are
confidential for those over 18.
Only doctors and nurses have
access to records.

"We offer complete care. You
can be seen for an examination,
have lab tests done and prescriptions filled all right here,"
she said.

The clinic staff is all female.
Dr. Tereslta Domini, director of
the women's clinic, said this
helps many women overcome
anxiety about their first clinic
visit.
"A lot of young women are
shy about a male doctor, especially when it is a female examination," she said. "It helps that
we are all women."

All visits and exams are free
and can be set up through the
women's clinic office. However,
fees are charged for lab tests
and prescriptions. These fees
are necessary because the clinic

Johnson said. "It is funny that
it worked out this way, the fact
that we are all women, but it
may not always be the same."

eekend specials
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Fall Sweaters

Burmudas

Fall Dresses

selected styles
solids, tweeds, stripes

wool blend plaids
red/navy - kelly/royal

selected styles
Asst. fabrics

25%-40% off

1/2 price
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Expansion slow
for Ohio greeks
Carole Homberger
staff reporter

A comparison study of
greek life on some of Ohio's
university campuses snows
slow expansion.
According to Judie Biggs,
assistant director/Greek Life
at the University, a petition
for a new sorority was just
defeated, but she said because of the increasing female population on campus, a
new sorority may be in future
plans for the greek system.
Biggs said there are 16 sororities on campus and 24
fraternities.
She said there are no plans
to add to the fraternities because the present fraternities
cover demand.
"With the male population
decreasing, there b no need
to expand/' she said.
Out of 16,666 total student
population, about 13 percent
participate In the greek system.
Kent State's Lynn Miller,
adviser to the Panhellenic
Council and graduate assistant, said Kent would like to
expand its system.
KENT STATE has 14 fraternities and nine sororities
with 3 to 4 percent of the 20,300 student population involved.
She said this year especially, there has been greater
interest in the greek system
because greek organizations
have become more involved
on campus.
Presently, she said, they
are not looking to expand. "If
the current trend keeps up,"
she said, "we will be looking

to expand."
The only university which
is expanding rapidly is Miami
University, according to
Claudia Grace, assistant director of student activities
there.
With 27 fraternities and 22
sororities, Grace said Miami
has been adding at least one
new group every year. She
added there has been about
one new sorority formed every other year since 1975.
She said the total student
population is 15,000 and 34
percent of that is involved in
the greek system.
Pledging is up 20 percent
this year over previous years,
she added.
One exception to a possible
trend toward expansion of the
greek system is Ohio University.
LUCILLE KROUTEL, secretary for the office of student
activities at Ohio University,
said petitions for new fraternities or sororites go through
the greek life offices. However, no petitions have been
submitted so far this year and
she sees no plans for future
i said there are 11 sororities and 16 fraternities on
campus.
Of the 14,000 students enrolled at OU, she said 9 percent are in the greek system.
Another exception to the
expansion process is Ohio
State University with 20 sororities and 37 fraternities and
an estimated 10 percent of its
38,000 students in the organizations. Betty Tilton of Greek
Activities at OSU said there
are no expansion plans.
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No contest for 4 offices

Discussion gets heated

CISG debates fund request
by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter

Although discussions at
USG's weekly general assembly meetings are usually
calm, the discussion at Tuesday night's meeting became
heated.
Discussion arose over
whether or not to allocate $500
to the Ethnic Studies department for a Nov. 29 ethnic
studies conference.
Members of the general
assembly and cabinet debated whether to give the
money to the department.
USG Treasurer Dan Dokmanovich said spending by USG
was far too nigh and if the
general assembly kept spending money at its present rate,
there would be nothing left to
finance USG programs or to
allocate to organizations next
semester.
Other members thought
differently.
Kelly McCoy, Ohio Student
Association representative to
USG, said USG should supply
more money to minorities.
"Ethnic Studies is the only
department (at the Univer-

sity) which has any link with
minorities academically,"
McCoy said. "Granted, the
timing could have been better; they could have come
two or three weeks ago. But I
feel there is second guessing
when it comes to giving
money to minorities."
ROBERTO TORRES, president of the Latino Student
Union, said the program in
Suestion is beneficial to the
niversity because it makes
the University more appealing to Hispanic students.
Torres said LSU agreed to
support the program 100 percent and thought USG should
do the same.
After more discussion, the
request was voted on and
approved.
Torres said he was disappointed with the focus of the
pre-vote discussion.
"The argument should
have been about the necessity
and the benefit of the program and not things like the
attendance of minority organizations at USG meetings,"
Torres said.
USG President Bob Wade
said the debate wasn't an

issue of whether to give
money to a minority cause;
rattier, it was over the
amount of money in relation
to the USG budget and the
importance of the conference
to the undergraduate student
body.
He said the general assembly voted to give the Ethnic
Studies Department $500 because it decided the conference would be beneficial to
undergraduates.
WADE SAB) because of the
discussion, USG will include
in its by-laws that all requests
for funding from USG will be
channeled through the USG
finance committee in the future.
He said the committee
would then give its recommendation to the general assembly and USG members
could cast a more informed
vote.
Torres said he sees the
effort USG is making to support minority students but
added he will not support
USG as a representative of
minority students unless that
support continues and
spreads to all areas of the
University.

by Carole Homberger
staff reporter

Some voters find it difficult to
choose a candidate, but for four
offices in Wood County, the decision will be easy.
In next Tuesday's election,
four candidates are unopposed.
They are Anthony Allion, engineer; Betty Haas, clerk of
county courts; Betty Montgomery, prosecuting attorney; and
Roger Peatee, coroner.
All are Republicans, and
three of the four have finished
their first terms in office. Peatee is going into his sixth term.
ALLION, RUNNING for his
second term, said there are
many things he would like to
take care of in his next term but
his major project is preparing or
replacing Wood County bridges.
He said this is a difficult problem which may not be solved to
his complete satisfaction during
his next term, but he plans to
try.
He said he would like to see
more funding for the bridges
project.
Haas worked 21 years with the
clerk of county courts before
being elected to her first term in
1980. This week, she is celebrating her 25th anniversary with
the office.
Haas said since she assumed

office, she has noticed population growth in Wood County. She
said this increase has given the
office a bigger work load.
She said beginning in the
spring, records have been put on
microfilm to handle the problem.
Haas also said her office is
looking for a computer system
which will further cut its work
load and put it in a similar
situation with the Common
Pleas Court.
MONTGOMERY, ALSO going
into her second term, plans to
expand and improve the five
major goals she set when she
came into office.
Her first goal was to establish
a full-time county prosecuter
Cition. Montgomery said she
done that.
Her second goal was to create
a vertical prosecution process,
which means the police would
call the prosecuting attorney's
office as soon as a major case
occurred. This way the attorney
can become familiar with the
case sooner and make sure all
evidence has been collected
properly.
She said this procedure takes
less time. The previous procedure, which went through levels
of government to the final court
proceedings, took too long and
confused the victim, Montgom-

ery said. She said the victim will
find it easier dealing with one
person all the way through the
case instead of getting lost in the
different levels.
MONTGOMERY SAB) her
third goal was to create a fulltime juvenile attorney position.
She said she has done that and
now wants to expand the juvenile program.
She said she wants to establish preventive measures to
reach delinquent children early
in life and try to turn them
around.
Montgomery said she also
would like to set up more extensive programs to educate police
officers on new laws and techniques.
Montgomery's fifth goal was
to address the problem of sexually abused children.
She has implemented educational programs on prevention
in eight of the nine area schools
but would like to expand.
Peatee has run unopposed in
five of his last six tries for the
county coroner's office.
He said he plans to keep running the operation as it is, adding he is fortunate because the
Wood County commissioners
have given his operation adequate funding for his investigations.

RE-ELECT

Virus suspected cause

Rare condition found
In death investigation
by Marcella Grande
and Geoffrey Barnard

The Wood County coroner has
ruled the cause of death for
freshman James T. Casey was a
fare condition called Myo Cardies, an inflammation of the heart
jnuscle.
After playing football, Casey,
who died Sept. 17, complained to
a friend that he was having
difficulty breathing. Two hours
later, he was pronounced dead
at Wood County Hospital, despite lifesaving efforts by Harmon Hall residents and the city
rescue squad.
Although Casey was a resident of Darrow Hall, he was in
Harmon visiting a friend.
Coroner Roger Peatee determined the cause of death after
studying results of tests run on
blood and tissue samples.

"Myo Carditis is a rare disease assumed to be caused by a
virus," Peatee said. "The type
he had was especially rare. I
don't know how he picked it up
or where he got it. I don't even
know if it was caused by a virus."
According to Dr. Thomas
Welch, chief of clinical cardiology at St. Vincent's Hospital in
Toledo, there are two strains of
virus that can travel to the heart
and cause the inflammation.
One is Echovirus and the
other is Cocsackie.
"THE STRAINS are notorious
for causing heart muscle inflammations," Welch said, "especially the latter."
Welch said symptoms of the
virus may start like the common
cold - a runny nose or a cough,
for example. He added it was not

Buckeye
POTATO CHIPS
2 litre reg.
PEPSI
Reg 6 pk
Cans7-UP
Post - off on Millers N.R. Genesse N.R
Lite 12 pk Cans Coors 12 pk Cans

FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS!
434 E. WOOSTER IN THE D.Q BLDG

uncommon that Casey contracted it at a young age, because the virus does not attack
specific age groups.
Casey may have had breathing difficulty because his heart
muscle was weakened by the
inflammation. The football activity may have exerted additional strain on the muscle, Welch
said.
"In a way, it is contagious, but
there's not a lot that can be done
about it," he said. "Just like the
cold virus - how do you know
who to stay away from?"
But the virus is very rare and
difficult to diagnose and Welch
said the coroner was making an
educated guess.
He recommended people see a
doctor immediately if they have
a flu-type cold and are experiencing unusual symptoms.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

1980 to present - serving as your elected Wood
County Recorder
20 years (1961 - 1980) as a real estate title examiner
with the Spitler law firm. My long association with title
research has provided me an in-depth knowledge of all
aspects of the requirements needed to maintain accurate documents pertinent to the office of Wood County
Recorder.
Peid (or by the Committee to Re-elect Kinder tor Recorder
Herb Kinder, Treasurer. 31 Ranch Court. Bowing Green. OH 43402
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Composer gets 3rd
in national contest
by Eric Popp
reporter

Having one's musical composition performed in Washington,
D.C.'s Kennedy Center creates
quite a feeling - a feeling Marilyn Shrude had the chance to
experience.
"It's very exhilarating,"
Shrude, music composition and
history instructor, said.
Shrude was awarded this privilege and a $1,000 prize on Oct. 14
due to her third-place finish In
the 1984 Kennedy Center Friedheim Awards, which recognizes
the five best new orchestral
works In the country.

BG News/Susan CroM

Halloween scare
Tom Pugh, senior health care administration major, played Count
Dracula and tried to scare the dining crowd and a group of "mourners"

r

Dateline—

Thursday, Nov. 1
Peer Adviser Applications
The Student Wellness Center
is now accepting applications
for peer advisers for the 198586 academic year. Applications are available at The
Well, 220 Student Health Center. They must be completed
and returned by 4 p.m., Nov.
8.
Ohio Voters - Secretary of
State Sherrod Brown is
urging all Ohioans to remember Election Day. Nov. 6 is
the day we elect our next
president, members of Congress, state representatives,
state senators, Ohio Supreme
Court justices and county officials and judges. Get out and
vote Nov. 6.
Cultural Display - The African People's Association will
be sponsoring a cultural display at 6:30 p.m. in the
Amani. The display will Include artifacts, currency and
stamps as part of the Pan
African Extravaganza. Free
and open to the public.
Faculty Grants - Deadline
for Basic Grant application is
Monday at 5 p.m. Applications are available from any
member of the Faculty Research Committee or Barbara Ott. For more
information, call 372-2481.
Dateline, a daily service et
toe News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
an welcome and must be
turned in typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.
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(actually cafeteria employees) in the Kreischer cafeteria last night.
Pugh. a.k.a. Dracula, rose from the dead after being placed in his
coffin by pallbearers.

The five finalists, whose
works were chosen in August
from among 104 entries, received their prizes and then listened to their work performed
by the Curtis Symphony of Philadelphia.
The Kennedy Center performance of Shrude's award-winning piece, "Psalms for David,"
was recorded by the Voice of

America for worldwide broadcast.
Shrude is the first woman to
receive this award, and she said
It was a once-in-a-lifetime
chance not soon to be forgotten.
"THERE IS a tremendous
amount of prestige with the hall
and the event," she said.
With the excitement dying
down a bit, Shrude said her
immediate plans are to complete other writing commitments.
"I finished a piece for the
Tower Brass Quintet called
'Odyssey - Flights of Imagination,' " she said. "They are in
the process of recording it.
"I am also writing a piece for
the Chamber Ensemble and a
piece to be played on the harpsichord," she added.
She was co-director for the
New Music Festival that was
held last Friday and Saturday at
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Also a pianist. Shrude performs recitals with her husband,
saxophonist John Sampen, associate professor In the College of
Musical Arts.
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Special Saturday
classes offered
by Teresa Tamnttno
reporter

Ite thought of getting out of
bed early on a Saturday morning does not enter the minds of
most University students. However, for 46 students enrolled in
one of the eight Saturday sections offered at the University
this semester, Saturday seems
like any other school day.
According to Duane Whitmire, director of scheduling for
the office of Regisration and
Records, most classes offered
on Saturday are senior and
graduate level and are usually
held in the mornings.
Whitmire said Saturday
classes are offered at the departmental level but the college
makes the final decision on
whether to hold the course based
on demand and need.
He said part of the reason
there are only 46 students enrolled in Saturday classes is that
Bowling Green is a non-urban
residential university. Urban
areas might have more working
: people interested in Saturday
classes.
Robert Moomaw, education
professor who teaches LDFI
676, practicum in counseling.
said the class is usually offered
on Saturdays because it is
geared toward traditional working people.
THE CLASS is offered mostly
for teachers required to take the
class and the times it is offered

depend on when these people
can attend, Moomaw said.
Arthur Tolve. instructor in
restaurant and instutional food
service management who teaches HOEC 480, professional
catering techniques, said this is
the first semester the class has
been offered on a Saturday.
He said this decision was
made because the class was
required for majors to graduate
and many were closed out because it is a popular course. The
department felt offering the
course on Saturday would leave
more spaces open for those required to take it.
Tolve says there are benefits
to teaching a Saturday class. He
believes these classes are more
relaxed and thinks the relaxed
atmosphere of the class improves student performance.
THE FACT that the class
meets on Saturday has decreased enrollment; currently,
there are six students in Tolve's
class. The small number of students gives more time for personalized instruction, which
Tolve said also allows the student to perform better.
According to Cindy Klaus, senior restaurant management
major, the main reason she enrolled in the Saturday course
was because she was required to
have it to graduate in May.
However, she said she prefers
the class on Saturday because it
opens scheduling options during
the week and she likes the laidback atmosphere and personalized attention.

Professor to observe elections
by Brian Ball
reporter

When Nicaraguans go to
the polls Nov. 4, V. Jerone
Stephens, a University political science professor, will be
in a U.S. delegation observing
the presidential and legislative elections.
The Nicaraguan trip is
sponsored by X1S. Out of Central America (USOCA), an
independent national organization which contacted Stephens in July.
Stephens estimated 30 to 50
journalists, political scientists, sociologists and "other
people interested in the electoral process" will be in USOCA's delegation.
He left the Bowling Green
for Nicaragua on Oct. 26.
This will be the first election since the United States
installed the last Nicaraguan
government in the 1930s, Stephens said. The Sandinistas
took control of the Nicaraguan government in 1979.
Stephens will focus his observations on the fairness of
the elections and study the
media's coverage of it
from page 1
The third area is the residential
unit which provides a safe, secure home for children in a
crisis situation.
Preston said such a crisis may
be physical or sexual abuse,
neglect, parents having problems dealing with the child or
court orders for the child to be
taken out of the borne.
Up to six children can stay in
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He contends the United
States could live with an
elected Marxist government
in Nicaragua. He cited Reagan's trip to China earlier this
year and University President Paul Olscamp's trip over
the last two weeks as evidence of cooperation with a
communist government.
U.S. FOREIGN policy has
not helped Central American
stability, Stephens said. Although El Salvador and Nicaragua have both accepted the
Contadora peace initiative,
the United States has continued to reject it.
"If we (the United States)
would accept the Contadora
process - let the countries
work out the terms the way
they'd like it without U.S.
intervention - then we could
cooperate," he said.
"The real problem with
U.S. intervention in Central
America is that we will destabilize countries that are now
at peace with each other,"
Stephens said. "It (the election) will help the legitimacy
(of the government) as far as
the rest of the world is concerned. It won't do much for
the U.S."

HE ADDED Reagan can't
Kstify the covert war against
icaragua and support the
elections also.
The election was dealt a
blow last week by withdrawal
from the race of Virgilo Godoy Reyes. He was the candidate of the Independent
Labor Party, the major opposition to the Sandinistas.
The Independent Labor
Party asked to have the camextended to January,
ens said.
extra two months
would have allowed the party
more time to gain recognition, he said.
Arturo Cruz Porras, leader
of another opposition party,
refused to register his candidacy in August.
This left only four or five
small parties oppose the
Sandinistas.
Despite the lack of a strong
opposition, Stephens said he
still thinks the election will be
a good way to "gauge the
support for the Sandinistas."

the CRC units for a minimun of
two weeks and a marlmirm of 30
weeks. Then the CRC will return
them to their homes or find them
another place to live.
The last area is counseling.
Although all the above groups
involve extensive counseling,
this category includes group thePreston said there are eight
social interaction groups each

week and through play therapy,
the CRC staff helps children
face issues and provides parents
an out for their problems.
SHE SAD) of the 150 children
in group therapy, 98 percent
could not go to the CRC without
rides from volunteers.
Preston said volunteers have
a big responsibility and it takes
dedication to give up time to

work with these children.
Volunteer Joanne Hoehn, senior children and family services major, is one who likes the
work.
She has been working at CRC
since September and plans to
make a career of this type of job.
Hoehn said what she uses most
about the center is that the staff
is very helpful and friendly.
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ident Reagan's opposition to
the election, especially since
he has been calling for elections for more than a year.
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HE SAID 95 percent of the
eligible voters in Nicaragua
are registered to vote.
After looking at the country's election process and
studying its laws, Stephens
said he thinks "the potential
for (the election) being fair is
there."
"Of course, I won't know
until after I get there and look
at what is actually happening
vs. what they (the Sandinista
government) say is going to
happen in their documents,"
Stephens added.
Opposition parties have
been given open access to the
press and free time on television during the campaign
and Stephens said he has not
seen any evidence to convince
him the present government
has dominated the media,
"but I'm going to find thai
out"
"The Nicaraguan government itself is pleased to have
as many people come in (to
observe) because that's one
way to counter the claim the
election will be a farce by the
(Reagan) administration,"
he said.
Stephens is critical of Pres-
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mailers being distributed Oct. 30Nov. 1, 1984 with Oct. 31* expiration dates, will be honored thru
Nov. 14, 1984.
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An Open Letter From. . .

ATTENTION
SENIORS

LEN STEVENS • COMMISSIONER
"He Takes Students Seriously"

*>

NOV. 5 - NOV. 20
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Senior Portraits
■

Some of you have received a yellow card from my
opponent, who is hoping he'll win your vote for the price
of a 25* Ice Cream Cone.
I don't believe a candidate should campaign on a
platform of free ice cream. I have more respect for
students and your political judgement than that.
Please investigate the issues facing Wood County and
the qualifications of the candidates for commissioner.
Then make your voice heard by voting on Election Day.

RE-ELECT

STEVENS

310 Student Services
372-0086

COMMISSIONER
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Cafeteria waste 1 in 4 girls said to be molested
expected to drop Group fights child sexual abuse
by James Vanzant
reporter

A large amount of food is
wasted in campus cafeterias,
but the waste level is expected to
decrease as the year goes on.
according to Dave Maley and
Genny Kurfess, managers of the
Harshman Quadrangle kitchen.
They said this is usually the
trend, but Maley added it takes
time for new students to adjust
to a budget. New students tend
to purchase too much food and
consequently throw a lot of it
away, ne said.
When Maley was waiting in
line once, he noticed that a student purchased three portions of
quiche and a full entree while
another student purchased three
entrees. He said a lot of that food
probably was thrown away.
Food waste in production is
quite a bit less than student
waste of food, according to Maley.

"The cooks are very conscientious about the amount of food
they prepare so as not to waste
any, he said. Leftovers often
can be refrigerated and used the
next day in other meals.

ANOTHER WAY to decrease
food waste is to stagger closing
hours of steam table lines in the
cafeteria, Maley said. This allows hot foods to be transferred
from one line to another.
Only deep-fried foods are
wasted by the cafeteria, he said.
Food prepared this way cannot
be reheated and must be thrown
away if unused. To avoid waste,
cooks are careful not to prepare
too much, Maley said.
Pugh said the switch to coupons In 1971 helped make students more budget-conscious.
Before that, dining halls operated on a flat fee system in
which students paid one price
and could eat as much as they
liked.

PARTY TIME IS
PIZZA TIME
ess than $2 you can make your
own 12" Pepperoni Pizza.
Cheese & meats for party trays
THE PIZZA STORE

by Beth Macy
reporter

About one in four girls incur some form of sexual molestation during childhood,
according to Judy Knox, coordinator for the Family and
Child Abuse Prevention Center in Wood County and chairman of a sexual abuse
prevention project.
For boys, the figure moves
to one in seven, but the problem is alarming and is being
reported at an increasing
rate, she said.
Sexual abuse is a form of
physical abuse ranging from
rape, incest and intercourse
to exposure and seduction.
Also included is sexual exploitation, using children and
teenagers in pomograhic
films or as prostitutes.
In Wood County, a committee of seven social workers,
including an attorney and a
psychology professor, is overseeing a sexual abuse prevention project designed to
prevent abuse and intervene
at the earliest possible time
for the abused children.
The project is broken down

into three areas: teacher
training, parent programs
and a child curriculum.
"Our goal is to protect the
child and to get help," Knox
said. "We want children to
learn that they have the right
to control their own bodies."
A MAJOR part of the project will take place in a classroom setting during a twoweek curriculum presented to
third and fourth graders.
"We're teaching them to
recognize sexual abuse, to
say no to it and - if it's already happened - to tell
someone,'' she said.
Knox added that most children do what their parents
tell them.
"We want them to learn the
difference between good secrets and bad secrets, and
good touches and bad
touches," she said.
However, many times children are not believed when
they should be, she added.
"Children just don't lie
about that sort of thing,"
Knox said. "We teach them

AMERICAN CANCER

1038 N. MAIN behind Syttam S.v«n

SOCIETY'

how to overcome the problem
if people
refuse to believe
them.'r
She said if children are not
believed, they should turn to a
community support system teachers, school nurses,
guidance counselors, police
or the church.
Eighty percent of all sexual
abuse of children is performed by adults whom the
children know and love,
according to the Ohio Department of Human Services.
"THERE IS no certain profile of the child molester,"
Knox said. "It's not necessarily the skid row bum. The
abuse occurs at all levels of
socioeconomic status, education and occupation."
Data collected by the committee shows that 726 children in Wood County have
incurred some form of sexual
abuse in the last year and
some cases needed immediate intervention.
Anyone suspecting that a
child is being abused should

United Way
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Only one week left - apply now
to be a 196WJ6 peer advisor for the
STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER!
Applications available in room 220,
Student Health Center (2-0302).
Must be returned by 4:00 p.m.,
Thursday, November 8.

VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS

Accepting Applications
From
Oct. 24th-Nov. 14th tor
Spring Semester Leases
1 p.m. - 5 p.m,

r\

report it to the Wood County
Department of Human Services or the police, Knox said.
According to state law, failure to report such a crime is a
fourth degree misdemeanor.
"You don't need physical
proof to report a possible
abuse case, either, Knox
said. "The proof-gathering
belongs to the Human Services department"
"The important thing here
is for everyone to be educated
about abuse." she added.
"Not only does it help the
children, but it will teach
future parents to be the right
kind of parents."
Knox said there is a good
chance that abused children
will grow up to abuse their
own children. "This cycle of
abuse is continually perpetuated," she said.
"Parents have the right to
care for their children, but
children have the right to
grow up to realize their potential," she said. "These rights
must be protected."

American Heart
Association
*

r.
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WEfSHAVm
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Introducing —

LORI BOWMAN
Now taking Appointments
at

JENNI KAY SALON

TtiursM
364-3533

Friday

10 COVER

Saturday
210 N. MAIN

Ruth Ann Meadows, op«r.
Jannsan Hoffman, own*r/op«r.

Come In and Check Our

EVERYDAY SPECIALS
Haircuts 600
Shampoo & Set 600
M
Perms *22 - '35
ALL PERMS INCLUDE CUT 1 STYLE

wt'°odoyl
352-3*45

344 S. Main
Tu»i.-Sot.

Walk-Ins
Wmlcomml

BORES
. .for the Future of the people
of the 2nd Senatorial District.

Bring in this ad for
10% off on all
services from Lori.

IPECIAT

Paid political advertisement by Bores for State Senate Campaign Committee, James
Copley, Treasurer - 4775 McCutcheonville Rd., Fostoria, OH.

Order Parents Day Corsages!
Cash & Carry
Can

Fancy

Carnations
(all colors)

Long Stem

Roses
Parents Day

Corsages
(Group Orders)

$3.00

$10.00
$2

ALLEN R.
BALDWIN
STANDS FOR

DOZ.

FISCAL INTEGRITY AND EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT
• Balanced Budget
• No Sales Tax Increase
• Professional Cooperation
• For Workfare
■NOT Partisanship• Successful Business
• Expanding Tax Base
Experience
• Fair Treatment for
• Protection of Our
All of Wood County
Agricultural Base

DOZ.

OPPOSES

£*
434 E. WOOSTER >A
<^* IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. \p

Construction of RAW waterline from Lake Erie proposed by opponent that could cost every man, woman
and child in Wood County *2,000-3, OOO each.
PHd lor by Wood CounMra ««h BakMrtn. P*ggy On».
TraMinr. 420 E. Front St, Pwryabury. OH 43661

Common Seme • Hard Work • Experience

Elsewhere
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News Briefs

Unemployment may rise.

Court lifts injunction

Economic growth slows
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government's main gauge of
future economic activity rose a
modest 0.4 percent in September
but revised data showed a third
consecutive monthly decline in
August - a pattern that in the
past has signalled an impending
recession.
The Reagan administration
was quick to discount the June to
August declines in the index of
leading economic indicators and
focus instead on the September
gain as proof that the economy
is not headed into a tailspin.
But many private economists
said the leading indicators were
flashing unmistakable signals of
sluggish growth and rising unemployment in coming months.
In other sobering news of economic activity, the government
reported that the nation suffered
its second largest monthly trade
deficit in September, an imbalance of $12.6 billion, 27 percent above the August deficit
and only slightly lower than the
all-time record of $14.1 billion
set in July.
WHILE U.S. SALES abroad
were up a slight 0.8 percent last
month, imports coming into the

country rose an even stronger
10.5 percent. With the dollar
showing little signs of weakening, officials held out little
hope for relief in coming
months. The deficit is expected
to reach $130 billion this year,
far above last year's record of
$69.3 billion.
At the White House, presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes said the September
gain in the leading indicators
showed "the economy is maintaining its strength and heading
in the right direction" with the
expansion continuing at a "sustainable pace."
But Steven Wood, senior economist at Chase Econometrics,
said the three straight declines
could not be ignored since such
an occurrence has been followed
by a recession or much slower
growth every time in the last 30
years with a single exception.
"I think we are going to see a
period of fairly weak economic
growth, but I think we can avoid
slipping into a recession," he
sauf.
THE GOVERNMENT also reKrted yesterday that orders to
5. factories for manufactured
goods dropped for the second

consecutive month in September. The 1.8 percent decline was
even steeper than the 0.8 percent
August drop and gave further
proof, analysts said, of the dramatic slowdown in economic
activity in recent months.
The Commerce Department
reported last month that the
leading indicators had risen 0.5
percent in August after two
months of declines. However,
that figure was revised downward yesterday to show a slight
0.1 percent decline following
steep drops of 1.7 percent in July
and 0.9 percent in June.
The last time the index fell for
an extended period of time was
May through October 1981, when
there were five monthly declines
as the country entered the 198182 recession.
While all eight post-war recessions have been preceded by at
least three consecutive declines
in the index, on three other occasions such a string of drops was
not followed by a recession although they did signal a period
of lower growth.
Allen Sinai, chief economist
for Shearson Lehman-American
Express, said the three declines
"suggest we are in or on the
verge of a growth

OPEC to create shortage
GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) OPEC pledged yesterday to create a temporary world oil shortage this winter in a bid to
reverse a downward trend in
prices.
Analysts questioned, however,
whether all cartel members
would resist the temptation to
pump more oil when demand
picks up during the heating season.
"For now it's a paper
agreement because it can't be
tested" until the oil producers
are faced with turning away
their oil buyers, said Walter
Levy, an oil consultant in New
York.
The 13 members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries agreed on the third
day of an emergency meeting to
cut their production ceiling by
nearly 9 percent starting today.
The cartel said in a final communique that cutting overall

daily production from 17.5 million barrels to 16 million barrels
would be shared by 11 of the
member countries. Nigeria and
Iraq were deemed to be hardship cases and thus were
exempted from the reduction.
AHMED ZAKI YAMANI, the
Saudi oil minister, said OPEC
projected that demand for its oil
during November and December would Jump to nearly 19
million barrels a day because of
the usual increase in heating oil
requirements during those
months.
By restricting its output to 16
million barrels a day, OPEC will
create a temporary shortage in
the market and drive up prices,
he said.
"Our decision today is to create the necessary shock in order
to increase the price faster,"
Yamani told a news conference
after the oil ministers completed
their talks in a Geneva hotel.
"We think the action will be

presents

felt in the market the minute the
oil companies try to find a barrel
of oil and are not able to find it
easily," he said.
"We now are in a position to
fight back and to put the price
back up where we want it to be,"
he added.
Yamani stressed, however,
that the cartel did not want to
drive prices higher than the
official OPEC level of $29 a
barrel. He said that if prices on
the open market movea "much"
above OPEC official level, the
cartel would meet again to
loosen its grip on supplies and
temper the price rise.
"we are not interested in driving prices to uncontrollable levels * said Ali Khalifa Al-Sabah,
the oil minister of Kuwait.
OPEC began devising this
plan after Norway and Britain,
which are not members of
OPEC, cut their oil prices in
reaction to a slump in the openmarket price.

Calvert DeForest
appearing as
with opening act
Chet Cunningham

- ■"rV

December 2
:
8:00 p.m.
: Grand Ballroom
Union
:
$5.00

/
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•

Tickets on
sale at:
UrionTktet Booth
11:00-4:00
Finder's
The Greeting Exchange

Call 372-2343 for
mote Information.

Stands for a professional relaUonshi\
between the Sheriff's Department
[BGSU and the community.
• The only BGSU graduate to have sought the
position -1978 B.S. in Criminal Justice.
• Bowling Green Police Division -14 years.
• Law Enforcement Training Officer - 2 years.
• Independent - Bipartisan Candidate.
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"When (Secretary of State
George) Shultz said the other
day that they had to go out and
shoot people to control terrorism, he was exactly right.
"These mealy-mouths in this
country who are not willing to
put up firmness against these
people (terrorists) are just inviting these screwballs to run wild

in not only other parts of the
world but in this country also,"
the Ohio Republican said from
his son's law office here.
Saxbe said the Soviet Union
might now intervene to take
advantage of the uncertain situation in India and its tensions
with Pakistan.
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Elect JIM WITTE
for
County Recorder
BGSU Graduate
Past President of the Wood
County American Heart Association
Native of Wood County
Elect Witte for Friendly,
United Way section leader
Church Elder
Courteous Service Always,
35-year employee for Sun Oil
In All Ways
Recognized for volunteer service
PiidfabjtaConmitlwto^JimWifeRKtrte.HiytaCrab^
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THINK ABOUT IT
Another Student (?) for Reagan-Bush

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

♦Although Ronald Reagan says he is giving government back to
the people, he has signed a bill to penalize states who don't
raise their drinking age to 21. (B.G.S.U. Students voted 27-1 to
"let 19 work")
♦Ronald Reagan cut student loans and social security survivor
funds for college-age students

t

BARBER. ..
U± FOR WOOD COUNTY

Saxbe recommends harsh treatment of assassins

COLUMBUS (AP) - William
Saxbe, former U.S. ambassador
to India, on Wednesday decried
the assassination of Indian
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
as "a great personal loss" and
said it was an example of how
terrorism must be controlled.
Saxbe, who served in India
under President Ford, said

♦Ronald Reagan has cut education funding drastically during
his term (6 billion dollars)

I >mli

Robert E. (Ted)

UNITED NATIONS (AP) -Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar has arranged talks
between Israel and Lebanon to discuss the
withdrawal of Israeli forces from southern
Lebanon, it was announced Wednesday.
Francois Giuliani, the secretary-general's
spokesman, said in making the announcement
that the conference is to begin Monday at the
headquarters of the U.N. Interim Force.
The announcement said: "Following consultations with the governments of Lebanon and
Israel, the Secretary-General has convoked a
conference of military representatives of Lebanon and Israel to discuss military aspects
.relating to the withdrawal of Israeli forces."

♦ Ronald Reagan's hawkish Central America policies have
increased the chances of another tragic experience like Vietnam. Reagan says there will be plenty of good salaries and job
openings for college graduates if he is re-elected, but what good
will a bachelor's degree do you in guerilla warfare?

LARRY BUD* MELMAN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. Court of Appeals on Wednesday lifted its 7-week-old injunction blocking the commercial operation of the
Diablo Canyon nuclear plant.
The order frees the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to issue a full-power license for the first
of two reactors at the $5.1 billion California
atomic plant, which has become of nationwide
symbol of the controversy over nuclear power.
Joseph Fouchard, an NRC spokesman, said
the the agency "is working on the license and it
could be issued sometime this week." He said
the license, allowing the plant to go beyond 5
percent for the first time in its myriad twodecade history, would not be issued Wednesday.

Israel-Lebanon talks set

Another Student for Reagan/Bush
is like
Another Chicken for Colonel Sanders

MONDALE/FERRARO
For America

Paid for by Campus Democrats
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Gandhi killing continues India's violent saga
India was born out of communal carnage in which 1 million
Hindus and Moslems died. Its 37
years of independence nave
been marked by wars, feuds,
insurgencies and daily, random
cruelties that make India one of
the world's most violent societies.
THE BLOODY campaign for
Sikh independence that brought
death to Indira Gandhi is but the
latest chapter of Indian violence.
Dally the newspapers are
filled with routine reports of
bandit murders, police brutality
and rape, labor violence, caste
feuds, communal troubles and
the burning of brides by dowrygreedy in-laws. In some states
landlords keep armies to sup-

NEW DELHI, India (AP) - It
was under a blue, calm sky, on a
green, soothing lawn that Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi, smiling
and nodding in greeting, was
gunned down by members of her
security guard.
Hie serenity and the machinegun fire symbolize the contradictions that are India, home of
mystics and terrorist gunmen, a
cradle of nonviolent philosophy
and new catechisms of hatred.
Hie wise men of India have
preached love, tolerance and
pacifism. Flower children from
around the world have flocked
here in search of spiritual enlightenment. Political leaders
have called for peace and disarmament in a troubled world.

press tenants who want more
land and rights.
In India, the slightest provocation, even a traffic accident, can
trigger a riot. Police frequently
disperse crowds with steeltipped bamboo staves or gunOre. An attack on a policeman
can trigger a police rampage.
Moslems sometimes nurl
stones at Hindu religious processions, and Hindus have attacked Moslem marches in
spirals of religious violence.
The larger dimensions of violence date from partition of the
Indian subcontinent in 1947 when
Hindus and Moslems attacked
each other in a bloodbath that
claimed one million lives in
Hindu India and Moslem Pakistan.

Voter turnout predicted

High numbers expected
ticket with a commanding lead
over Walter Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro.
"The people that are interested in the polls tend to be
politicians and news people.
Other people don't pay nearly as
much attention to the polls as all
of us do," he said.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Secretary
of State Sherrod Brown predicted yesterday that 76.3 percent of Ohio's 6.3 million
registered voters would cast ballots in next week's general election.
If correct. Brown's forecast
that 4.84 million voters will turn
out would be more than 400,000
above the Ohio record of 4.37
million set in 1980.
He dismissed the possible effects on voter participation of
pre-election public opinion polls
which show the Reagan-Bush

"THIS YEAR we're going to
see a lot of people go to the polls
that have been registered but
are not regular voters and we're
going to see people go to the
polls in large numbers that are
newly registered voters and
THURSDAY STUDENTS WITH
VALID ID ONLY

, AT 7:30*9:30 BOJ

that, I think, will mean that the
poll results aren't necessarily
accurate," Brown said.
Brown based his turnout prediction on several factors, including reports from election
officials in the state's 88 counties
that show absentee voting
higher than 1980 levels.
"Because of the intensive
voter registration efforts over
the last 20 months or so and
because of the increased interest in this presidential race... I
think we're going to see a tremendously high voter turnout,"
he said.

American H»art
Association
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In recent years the escalation
of communal violence in India
has prompted much soul-searching. The wise men wonder aloud
about the future of the secular
state and whether Mahatma
Gandhi's ideals will survive the
turmoil of the late 20th century.
Since 1982, Sikhs have waged a
violent campaign for autonomy
or independence in Punjab, and

United Way
People Helping People

rSUPPORT BOWLING GREEN SCHOOLS
1.7 MILL PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT LEVY

Hindus have reacted with their
own violent backlash.
Communal riots between Hindus and Moslems broke out last
May in the cosmopolitan Arabian seaport city of Bombay,
and in the nearby town of Bhiwandi, Hindus torched a Moslem settlement. More than 280
people died, with hundreds more
Injured and thousands left
homeless.
IN THE TROUBLED northeast provinces, communist insurgents and tribals are waging
a renewed campaign for greater
autonomy or independence from
the Indian government.
In February and March 1983
native Assamese in the northeast massacred 3,500 Bengali

settlers from Bangladesh; Indian commentators said the nation shrank from facing itself in
a mirror.
Hours after the assassination
of Indira Gandhi, known to
many as the mother of India, her
son Rajiv, 40, became the new
prime minister and went on nationwide television to urge calm
and balance.
"Nothing would hurt the soul
of our beloved Indira Gandhi
more," he said, "than the occurrence of violence in any part of
the country."
But even as he spoke angry
Hindu mobs were rampaging in
Indian cities, taking vengeance
on Sikhs.

Immunity gene isolated
NEW YORK (AP)-Scientists have isolated a gene that
Slavs a crucial role in the
odv's immune system,
marking an important step
toward manipulation of the
immune system to fight disease or prevent organ rejection, according to reports to be
published today.
The gene is one of at least
three that enable white blood
cells called T lymphocytes to
identify and attack disease
organisms, cancer cells or
foreign tissue, researchers
said.

The genes provide the
blueprint for molecules called
receptors that T cells use to
scan other cells and look for
intruders, said Susumu Tonegawa, a biologist at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and leader of one
of two groups that independently isolated the gene.
The discovery of the genes
will allow researchers for the
first time to examine how T
cell receptor molecules perform their immune surveillance and to determine how
that surveillance might be
enhanced to destroy cancer

tumors or blocked to prevent
organ rejection.
"IF YOU WANT to manipulate the immune system, you
have to know what molecule
you have to alter," Tonegawa
said in an interview. "If you
don't know what the molecule
looks like, there's not much
you can do."
The human immune system
consists of T lymphocytes,
which attack diseased cells
directly, and other white cells
called B lymphocytes, which
produce antibodies to attack
infectious agents.

Ohio's first liver transplant
works, family thanks donor
MANSFIELD (AP) - The husband of a woman given a liver in
the state's first such transplant
procedure says he's grateful to
the family of the man who donated the organ.

WED. STUDENTS ONLY $2.00
EVE - ADULTS S3.50
. CHILDREN <2.00
BILL MURRAY

INDIA AND PAKISTAN
fought wars in 1948 and 1965 and
in 1971 over Bangladesh. Indian
leaders lately have voiced fears
over what they claimed were
Pakistan's warlike intentions
and have accused Pakistan of
supporting the Sikh terrorists in
the border state of Punjab.

Charles Blankenship, 54, said
Tuesday that his wife, Jane, was
still in stable condition at University Hospitals in Columbus.
Mrs. Blankenship, 42, became
the state's first liver transplant
recipient Oct. 25, when University surgeons gave her the liver
of a 36-year-old Columbus man,
David Arment.

"If not for that family, Jane
would be one more day closer to
death," Blankenship said in an
interview with the News Journal
in Mansfield.
Arment. the father of two preschool children, was pronounced
brain dead last Monday after
suffering a stroke. His family
subsequently made his liver,
kidneys and corneas available
for transplants.
By making the organ donations, Blankenship said, Arment's family has given hope to
several other people and their
families.

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1984

to discuss
GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GUNDALE. ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. RM. 360

"Your organs turn to dust
again," Blankenship said, adding that he and his wife have
always supported the organ donor program.
Blankenship and his wife of 21
years learned in 1976 that she
had an incurable liver disease
and, at the time of the transplant, doctors estimated she had
only four months to live.
Blankenship said he was getting a haircut in a Crestline
barber shop last Wednesday
when hospital officials called to
tell him a liver donor was available for his wife.
J:W::ft;:«-x->w::::::::::::::::::::o
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Pueblo, Colorado 81009
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STUDENTS AGAINST
NUCLEAR SUICIDE

Help maintain BG City Schools
• INSULATION V WINDOW & DOOR
*S ROOFS
REPACEMENTS
l/ PLUMBING & */ MORTAR REPAIR
HE A TING • DRAINAGE
. . .and many more!
This levy replaces the current 1.8 mill
permanent improvement levy

1

A National Student Rally
at BGSU
in conjunction with Rallys at Brown
University; Yale, Tufts, Columbia, and at least
a dozen other campuses across the nation.

FRI.
NOV.
2nd
12-NOON to Three
In the Union Amphitheatre
(behind the Union)

ON NOVEMBER 6

MUSIC - Little Otis and the Upsetters
Craig Hergert
SPEAKERS - Jim Sherck (Congressional Candidate), Baldemar
Velasquez, University Professors Dr. Joe Perry, Dr. Phil Terry.
Physicians for, Social Responsibility. Northwest Ohio Nuclear
Freeze Campaign, and many others.

This political advertisement paid by Citizens in Support of our schools, 942 Fairview
Ave., Mrs. Lynne Mazur, Treasurer.

Sponsored by: Campus Democrats. Coalition tor Truth, Social Justice Committee; Women F/
Woman; Peace CoaBOon; Northwest Ohio Nuclear Freeze Campaign, Physicians Fl Social
ReeponslbWfy.
i
, .
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VOTE YES
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Pay raises:

Man, 64, defends
State union asking for more money nude child photos
COLUMBUS (AP) - The
state's largest public employees
union yesterday urged state lawmakers to budget enough money
for pay raises for Ohio's public
workers, saying their real earnings have dropped during the
last decade.

Day and other officials for
Ohio Civil Service Employees
Association-AFSCME, AFLCIO, told a news conference that
state legislators should try to
close that gap in the biennial
budget period that is to take
effect July 1,1985.

"At a time when almost every
hour one hears the question,
'Are you better off today ?' we in
AFSCME are struck by the fact
that the real earnings of our
public employees have been
dropping at a rate of over 14
percent (on the average) since
1974," said Donald Day, first
vice president of Council 8 of the
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME).

THE PUBLIC employee pay
figures are contained in a report
the union plans to submit to the
Ohio Compensation Board,
which must submit a recommendation on salaries and benefits to the Ohio General
Assembly by Nov. IS.
The report said Ohio state
employees earn an average of
$1,560 a month, while the average monthly salary for workers
In all states is $1,711 - almost 10

percent more. The monthly salaries In Ohio rank 31st among the
50 states, the report said.
Budgeting sufficient funds
would represent a good foundation for the collective bargaining
law that took effect in April.
"By putting money in the budget bill, this will be an act of
good faith from state government and will send a message to
employees that it plans to work
through the collective bargaining process," said Les Best,
acting executive director of OCSEA-AFSCME Local 11.
"The State Employment Relations Board (SERB) is now just
beginning the process of establishing collective bargaining
units, and it looks like there wifl
be no representation elections,

COLUMBUS (AP) - A 64down the stores that sells
year-old Columbus man acthem and there wouldn't be
cused of trading in child porany for anybody to have."
nography said yesterday that
be believed there was nothing
ON TUESDAY, Police
wrong with having nude phoChief Dwight Joseph said
"THE NEED FOR a raise is
tos of children because stores
Sandera's arrest was the reso urgent, Ohio's public employare "full of them."
sult of a two-month investigaees cannot wait for the SERB to
Leo Sandera said in an intion by a police task force mat
Ct them bargaining certif ica- terview with Columbus radio
has expanded into three other
station WTVN that he doesn't
. so AFSCME is demanding
states.
that the Compensation Board
consider teen-agers over 13 to
Police confiscated more
be children.
take steps now to adequately
than 300 photos of at least 50
Sandera was arrested Monfund a pay raise," Toto said.
Columbus-area children,
day on a child pornography
Ses 5 to 17, in sexually expliAFSCME represents 70,000
charge and pleaded innocent
Ohio public employees, consistposes after arresting
Tuesday
in
Franklin
County
Sandera.
ing of more than 11,000 state
Municipal
Court.
He
was
workers. The union says it has
freed later on a $500 bond
Investigators said Sandera,
filed bargaining petitions on beafter paying $63 to the court.
a retired department store
half of 46,000 state employees
In the radio interview,
employee, may have used the
and thousands of university and
Sandera defended his possespromise of shelter, food and
county human service employsion of magazines showing
drugs to lure teen-age runaways into his home on the
nude photos of children by
saying, "The stores are full of
city's south side.
them. You can buy them any
Police said they are not
place you go. I guess if it's
sure how the younger victims
mat Illegal to nave these
were persuaded to be photothings, they should close
graphed.
electrocardiograms and other
tests every two years.
In all, 708 people had heart
attacks, but 213 of them - or 30
percent - were discovered only
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
during the routine physicals.
THE FRAMINGHAM project,
WE HAVE THE.CUREII
begun in 1948, has been a frequent source of information
12953 KRAMER RD,
about the state of the nation's
cardiac health.
Kannel, a former director of
the project, said the study may
BG's LARGEST
have underestimated the freAND MOST
quency of undetected heart atCOMPLETE
tacks, since participants in the
study were unusually aware of
IMPORT
the typical symptoms of these
FACILITY
seizures.
The doctors believe some people have better tolerance to
pain, allowing them to ignore
the trauma of a heart attack.
and no bargaining, until spring
at the earliest," said AFSCME
Special Representative John
Toto.

'Quiet' heart attacks dangerous
BOSTON (AP) - About 30 percent of all heart attack victims
do not realize they have suffered
one, but these quiet seizures are
just as likely as painful ones to
foreshadow serious health problems, a new study concludes.
"I mink we finally convinced
physicians some years ago that
an actual heart attack could
escape detection " said Dr. William Kannel of Boston University School of Medicine. "We
now have evidence that it's even
more common that we originally
thought it to be."
Results of the long-running
Framingham Heart Study, analyzed by Kannel and Dr. Robert
Abbott, showed that more than a
quarter of heart attacks in men
participants and about a third in

women participants were not
recognized when they occured.
The seizures showed up later
on routine eletrocardfogram
tests. About half of the victims
could not remember suffering
pain at all. The rest had been
diagnosed by their own doctors
as having ulcers, gallstones, hiatus hernia or some other noncardiac problem, but at least
some of those symptoms might
have been caused by heart attacks.
"ITS NOT BECAUSE we
practice Jungle medicine in Framingham," Kannel said, "but
because they're not clinically
apparent."
His report, published in today's JVew England Journal of
Medicine, said the outlook for

many of these survivors is
"rather bleak." After 10 years,
45 percent of the patients with
unrecognized heart attacks
were dead, compared with 39
percent of those whose attacks
were diagnosed and treated at
the time.
They were also Just as likely
as people with recognized heart
attacks to suffer serious cardiac
problems such as stroke or heart
failure in later years.
"The message is that coronary disease is sneaky and
highly lethal and can be completely unrecognized," Kannel
said in an interview.
The analysis by Kannel and
Abbott was based on a 30-year
follow-up of 5,127 residents of
Framingham, a suburb of Boston. The participants underwent
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B.G.S.U. FACULTY,
STAFF AND STUDENTS
WITH BALDWIN

and

THURSDAY IS. . .
COLLEGE NIGHT
Reynolds at Haathefdowni 867-8123

Allan R. Baldwin
for
Wood County Commissioner
(Jon. 3* Term)

Socor at Sylvania 473-0662

Open Seven Days A Week!

TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK

PRESENT THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION
Not valid Friday or Saturday

Expires: 11/8/84

SEE THE GREAT PUT-ONS. OVER
1,000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL
SINGLE
VISION
LENS and
FRAME

3488

• Get the most careful ond professional (Wing ond service
• Frames and Lenses from the finest available sources
• Unlimited selection of from* styles at the game price - over 1000 to choose from
*V«* •*"nl^ **_ „
Dr. Kenneth G. Baker. O.D.
-.
Stondord clear gloss 1 400 to 200 CyI

• Exam priced separately *.

-

■

ALLEN R. BALDWIN
BACKS B.G.S.U.

**«-.

WHf- Kin

*

352-7031

MINI-COURSE REGISTRATION
Sign Up Now For One Of Many
Fun And Interesting Courses
Oct. 22-26, Oct. 29-31, Nov. 1-2

*■

Warren Afen
LeeAmundson
Dennis Anderson
Roger C. Anderson
Tom Anderson
Barbara Apptebaum
Charles Appfebaurn :
Joseph Arpad
Susan A/pad
Charles A. Barrel
Bruce Behrd
Tom Bennett
Ray Browne
John CaWeronelo
Jod Castleman
Judy Cernkovich
Steve Certovich
Bonnie Chambers
Norman Chambers
Steve Chang
O.S.Cnauhan
DevJdChison
R.K. Clark
Paul Crawford

Suzanne Crawford
Charles Crow
Cynthia Crow
Patricia Cunningham
Larry Daley
Glenn Daniels
tvan DenBesten
Keith Doeinger
Bruce Edwards
David G.Bsass
James Forse
EmiyGeer
Ralph Gear
Michael Giordano
Peggy Giordano
Jm Gordon
Efeabetfi Graham
James 0. Graham
Rachel Graham
Arme Graves
Gloria Gregor
Cynthia Groat
H.Theodore Groat
Paul Haas

Alee Heim-Cakteronelo
Margaret Heskitt
Gary Hess
Kenrrbbein
Kathleen Howard-Merriam
L8J8B Kecskes
AlenKepke
Joyce Kepke
TomKinsOe
BiKrty
Thomas Knox
WlmKonecny
Ann Marie Lancaster
Ron Lancaster
James Utwii
Madonna Marsden
Michael Marsden
Joanne Martin-Reynolds
Joseph Martini
Charles McCaghy
M Dawn McCaghy
Dorothy McCorkle
Barbara McMlen
JohnMerriam
Norman Meyer
Charles Mott
Arthur Neal
Ebabeth Neidecker
Richard Newtove

David Newman
Judy Newman
Reginald Noble
Coleen Partner
PaulPamel
Frances Perry
Joseph Perry
. Virginia Plait
Diane Pretzer
Wallace Pretzer
Bernard Rabin
Donald Ragusa
David C. Roller
Tim Ross
Kenneth Rothrock
Gerald Saddtemire
Karl Schorr
Hazel Smith
Otn Smith

Pat Smith
VWamC Spragens
Elmer Spreitzer
EdSlockwel
Jenny Thomas
Jerry Wicks
Mary Lou Wtnarth
Mk^Wimartfi
JeanYamel

AUMAJO»C«H>nCAK)5WaCC*«

PM lor by V#ooO ComSsrn a«l BeXMn. Peggy Orser. Treesurs 420 E Front St.. Penyeburg. OH 433S1
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Tatley's goal aids in BG win
by Tom Reed

sports reporter

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Steve Aleric, Falcon striker, tries to set up a play while two Central Michigan players defend. Aleric assisted
on Gary Mexicotte's goal as the Falcons beat CMCJ 21.The victory raised BG's record to 8-7-2.

Cincy deals
Cato to SD
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati Reds traded righthanded pitcher Keefe Cato, who
saw limited action with the Reds
in 1984, to the San Diego Padres
for minor-league pitcher Darren
Burroughs yesterday.
Cato, 26, was traded from the
Reds' Class AAA minor-league
roster to San Diego's Las Vegas
farm team in exchange for Burroughs, a left-hander. Burroughs, 24, will be assigned to
their Class AAA Denver farm
team in the American Association.
As a Red last season, Cato
pitched eight games with an 0-1
record, an 8.04 earned-run average and one save. At Wichita
(AAA), Cato was 8-9 with a 4.19
ERA and three saves.

While many spent Halloween
night disguised as ghosts and
goblins gathering up goodies,
Bowling Green soccer player
Pete Tatley is convinced he got
the best treat of all.
Tatley, a senior fullback,
scored his first collegiate goal
and it proved to be the gamewinner as the Falcons defeated
Central Michigan yesterday, 2-1,
at Mickey Cocnrane Field.
"It's a wonderful feeling to
finally score a goal," Tatley
said. "I have been playing college soccer for four years and
had never got one until tonight,
so this really is a thrill."
This is only the Golden Valley,
Minn, native's second season at
BG. he played his first two years
at the University of St. Louis.
Tatley's goal came at the 27minute mark off of a Larry
Valbuena corner kick in the
Chippewa end. As both teams
fought for possession of the ball,
it was deflected back to an unguarded Tatley who was standing
about 15 yards in front of the net.
Tatley drilled the ball through a
maze ofplayers and into the net.
The Falcons outplayed CMU
throughout most of the match.
BG held a wide edge in territorial play, with much of the ac-

tion coming deep in the
Chippewa end.
THE FALCONS' offensive attack continues to improve, last
night they outshot CMU 15-6.
Tatley said the recent offensive
surgence is due to the increase
in team play.
"We nave been using each
other much better lately," Tatley said. "We pass the ball a lot
more and this allows our offense
to open up. it's a shame we
didn't do this earlier in the season.
Falcon assistant coach Charlie McSpirrit agreed with Tatley
and said another factor for the
improved offensive look is that
players who don't have possession of the ball are working hard
to get open.
Lately, we have been moving
very well off the ball," he said.
"Players are now willing to
make an effort to make a hard
cut to get open and this is creating a load of opportunities for
us."
The Falcons first goal was a
perfect illustration of McSpirrit's observation.
Midway through the first half,
freshman Steve Aleric controlled the ball about 20 yards
fromf the Central goal. Aleric
spotted sophmore Gary Mexicotte breaking for the net and
sent a perfect pass which Mexi-

cotte converted into his third
goal of the season.
"IT WAS a great pass by
Steve." Mexicotte said. 'T
called for his attention as I was
nearing the left goal postand he
put the ball right where I wanted

ft

While the offensive attack is
improving, BG's defense continues to be the team's stablizing
force. Goalie Kim Bucher, who
owns a 0.88 goals against average, made five saves including a
sprwaling stop of a shot by
CMU's Eddie Dwyer late in the
match.
Though Bucher played well he
was also a little lucky, especially when a Walt Kliza's snot
hit the crossbar and bounced out
of play.
However, Bucher's luck
turned sour minutes after Mexicotte's goal. A Greg Pepe pass
intended for him was intercepted and CMU's Keith Reynolds chipped a shot over
Bucher's head into the net to tie
the score at 1-1.
The win raises the Falcons'
record to 8-7-2 and it also marks
coach Gary Palmisano's 70th
career victory. Palmisano was
unavailable for comment after
the match.
BG concludes its home schedule Saturday when it hosts nationally-ranked Evansville.
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Falcon women
chssG
sixth MAC title
by Phillip B. Wilson
sports reporter

Women's cross country
coach Sid Sink knows that
nothing lasts forever, especially his hold on the MidAmerican Conference
championships.
But his harriers would still
like to win the MAC
championship for the fifth
year In a row when the gun
sounds at noon on Saturday at
Ottawa Park in Toledo.
The Falcons are up against
old nemasis Western Michigan, a team that has already
beaten BG twice this vear and
has a past history of causing
problems for Sink's teams. It
was WMU that lost the MAC
championship last year 46-47,
and also finished only five
points behind the Falcons the
year before.
Despite the pressure on
both teams, Sink tries to remain calm before his harriers
face one of the stiffest challenges they have ever had.
'^e've always run well at
the conference meet and
they'll have to run well to
beat us." Sink said. "We have
five running well and two
others that could figure in the
scoring. They probably have
the best two runners in the
conference so they are the
favorites, but not by much."
THE HARRIERS will be
led by senior Laura Murphy
and junior Sara Collas, who
have been the most successful this year, and senior Ca-

thy Schenkel, the Falcons' top
finisher a year ago at fourth
C" *. Collas finished fifth in
year's MAC title race
while Murphy hopes to atone
for her 12tn place showing.
"I FELT like I was in good
shape last year but I was
tired." Murphy said. "I like
to feel relaxed when I run so
that even if I go out a little too
fast, I won't fall apart."
That is probably the biggest problem that faces
Sink's harriers this weekend,
going out too fast at the beginning of the race. WMU is an
aggressive team and will
most likely try to go out fast,
but Sink believes his squad
knows how to handle it.
"Basically, we have to run
strong in the middle of the
race," Sink said. "It's a
touchy situation but we'll be
paying close attention to their
third and fourth runners. If
anyone of their top runners
falter, we'll go after them."
THE MOST important
thing Sink has tried to prepare the girls for is the pressure, and a relaxed, yet very
serious and dedicated, attitude towards achieving this
goal.
"Everyone wants to do
well and will put a lot of
fressure on themselves but
m sure everyone will be
giving their best." Sink said.
"Whatever happens, happens." Murphy said. "We're
ready for anything and it's
not over until it's over."

BG club lacrosse team
wins first Falcon Cup
Bowling Green's club lacrosse
team ■ won It's own five-team
tournament Saturday, winning
four straight games to wrap up
the fall season with a 7-0 record.
In the first game of the double
elimination tourney, BG
pounded Heidelberg College 4-1.
The Falcons drew first blood on
a Marty McCafferty goal and
never lost the lead.
Toledo provided BG with
sltiffer competition in the second game. The Rockets scored
in the first minute of the game,
but according to BG goalie Jim
Gavarone, an ensuing time-out
settled the Falcons down.
"I though we were in for some
trouble; we were down for the
first time this season," he said.
BG rookie Steve Motz tied the
ne with a minute left in the
half but the second half was
dominated by the defenses. Falcon midfielder Randy Rutkai
made up for an earlier missed
shot when he rifled home the
game-winner less than a minute
i to sudden death, giving BG a
2-1 victory.
THE FALCONS advanced to
the semi-finals to meet an explosive Kent State squad who came
out fast, firing the first nine
shots. BG's defense held up, and

BQ's Mark Jackson evades two Central Michigan players In yesterdays 2-1 win at Wickery Cochrane Field.
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Applications Are Now Being Accepted For

EDITOR
of
PHOTO/Jim Sakola
BG's Tom Gallagher (99) scoops up a loose ball ■

the Falcons produced some offense of their own to gain a 2-0
lead.
A Golden Flash fastbreak
closed the gap to 2-1 but Dale
Wyville added his second goal of
the game to put the Falcon advantage back at two.
The Flashes came back with
two second half goals, but the
Falcons held on to win, 4-3.
The Falcons met UT again,

this time in the finals. The Rockets pounded home the first goal.
But BG's Doug Troutner knotted
the game at one apiece later in
the half.
Wyville put BG on top, sending
a Tim Wojcik pass into the UT
net followed by another Rutkai
score.
The result was a 3-2 win which
made BG the winner of the Falcon Cup.

_THEJ3CLNEWS
Term: Spring and Fall Semesters 1985
Applications available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Thursday, November 15, 1984
I
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A representative from each of the following law schools will be on
campus to distribute information and talk with any interested student
concerning law school.

The University of Akron
The University of Dayton
Capital University
Ohio Northern University
Cleveland State University Ohio State University
The University of Cincinnati The University of Toledo
Case Western Reserve University
Bowling Green State University
Monday, November 5, 1985
Grand Ballroom, Student Union
10 a.m.-3 p.m.-Informal meeting with representatives
1 p.m. - Panel
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta, A Law Fraternity

.——————CUP & SAVE
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Ruggers romp Rovers; ranked second in nation
"This was an important win
for us," Falcon coach Bill Cotton
said. ''We needed to get back on
the winning track and to do it
against a city team opponent is a
real feather in our cap.'
At one time more than SO
percent of the Falcons' schedule
was made up of city clubs, but as
more college graduates Joined,
it became impossible for schools
like BG to keep up with the
competition.
"City players usually have

by Roger Mazzarella
sports reporter

Only a week after being upset
themselves, Bowling Green's
club rugby team pulled an upset
of their own by beating the
Cleveland Rovers 10-0 and 1M.
Hie powerful Rovers, consistins mainly of graduates from
BG, Miami, and Ohio University, have been consistently
ranked in the top five city teams
in the state.

Arms H. Happy 22nd Birthday Are you going
to regreea to childhood too-ahf? Lotse Love and
SurwNne-Your teaow rogroaaor.

Classifieds
CUSSBEDS: w m UNE H » HNMUH OWOE fa Mr. no SPACES ra U« W EXTRA
F0S. Ml TTH CLASStFH) USM1 AM KM W MY; I *CH MCKtBITS (MY; 7 UK
mmm PER U UVEXTSNG Dtumt TWO MYS it AWMKE BY 4 P » CMHycrrr EVENTS
Ml DC FeTSI MY FK Of CHAts* SUKEOUENT AM CHAMEO BY KOHM RATE SCALE
INVEMTtr tUCBWT KKMU AffWa* AS THE MM USTWO EVERY OTHBTUtSMY.
Nov. 1. 1BB4

Students egslnst Nuclear Suicide ■ National
Student Rail, Day. No>. 2nd-Frktay, noon to
three at union amort two Ire Music by little
Oils and the Upoetter*. Speakers and
theatre.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
• MA HAUNTED HOUSE
SPONSORED WITH THE BO JAVCEES
BE THERE

The Lesbian and Gay ABance we mMt at 8:30
tn the Ftoegrous Education room ol St ThomM
Moore Pariah tonight A "friends of Gays" panel
w* discuss how they came to accept gay
Mends and reretrvea Open to the pubec Bring
sFrtandl

check MM bulletin board In the BA
lobby tor times when you con turn your raftto
ticket monoy ond untold ttefcoti In. Wo iwod
you to turn thorn In ee won •■ posslbis. AIM
• imlndir that ins dmrlng in. boon
rjfrangod from tho ltd floor conference room
to tho 2nd Boor loerigs.
PIMM

THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE BROCHURES ARE *NMi If you attended the NSE Info
session, you can ptck one up In 231 Admin. If
you did not attend the session, cal 372-0202
tor Wo.
Thurs. Nov. 1 at 3:30 p.m. in 112 Lee Science■Katharine Dliton wB be prMantlng a cotoqulum
on rMaarch on sating de-orders program at
O.S.U. Open to se-Sponeored by Psych Dept

Atherem. Agnootdom. ond Humenrsm A oa>cuooion sponsor*-] by tho Honor Studont
Association Frlda November 2, 3:30 P M
Free and open to i eryone. In Honors Canter.
below Krotecher Ci Moria.

Would you Hke to wtn a trip tor two to
CHICAQO ( round trip on Amtrik and two
nights at Hyatt Regency plus ISO)? Buy a
ticket tram eny American Marketing Aasoclettofl member today- time la running outt Or,
call Don Brickner at JS4-7744

ATTENTION BOSH'"! MEMBERS PIMM return your application duee M soon u poelbte
to BGSHEA Johnston Hal
ATTENTION NEW ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
MEMBERS. Anyone who rjd not attend the
IrvOatfon ceremony on October 21 can pick up
their cerfrAcete and hey at 425 student eorvicMbuoJng

LOST A FOUND

BQSU BLOOOetOWLE
Union-Grand Bseroorn November 6.6.7.8.
1000 am -3:45 p.m.. cat 372-2775 lor
appointment from 9 00 am • 4:00 p.m..
Weflneeday. Oct 31 through Friday Nov. 2

Lost: One brown leather waeet In Ed. Bldg or
Harma. Cal 354-8011

CAMPAIGN FOR FASHION'
Monday. November 5. 1984
8.00 pm Northeast Commons
Admission Free
Open to the pubic

RIDES
ROE NEEDED to PITTSBURGH- leave Fri
11/2 or Sat 11/3-back by Sun pm 11/4. . Cal
Sandy 354-8095

Chicago Rafflelll Ho.ember 7 H the FINAL
deadline to turn In tickets (sold or unsold) It
any questions caH Terry 354-7743 or Don
344-7744.

SERVICES OFFERED

Come and entoy France with us1 SUM. music
tood Cosooneored by the French HOOM end
World Student Aseocksoon Place 17 Wraerne
Hal. Time: 1 30-4 00. Date: Thura. Nov 1

GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FOR DET/ULS WRITE: ACADEMIC RESEARCH, BOX 9128C. TOLEDO. OH 43897

Come to SQSU's Largest election rally. Monday NOT. S at 700 P.M. In the Union Oral.
Support Your candidates

TUTORING
BASIC MATH - ALGEBRA - CALCULUS
READING - GRAMMAR — COMPOSITION
CALL 874-3349 AFTER 8pm
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER

Criminal lustlce organliatlon meeting. Monday, No-am* si s. 1B84 at a.00p.m. In the
campus room, Srd floor of the Student Union.
Rape victim eensltMty tspe will be shown.
Quest speakers will be campus police chief
Bill Bess Campus Police officer Pirn Scott
and F.B.I. Agent CUnt Beber. Free and open
Belt

LSAT CLASSES STARTING TONIGHT
STANLEY H. KAPLAN Educational Center
3550 SECOR ROAD, TOLEDO
8SH701
Al your typing needs
prompt A profeeatonal
352-4017 Clara

OET INVOLVED WITH STUDENTS HELPING
STUDENTS
BE A IMHt PEER ADVISOR FOR THE STUDENT WELLNES CENTER.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN ROOM 220
HEALTH CENTER. MUST 8E RETURNED BY
4:00PM NOV. S

five to ten years of experience,"
Falcon team captain Dave
Meyer said. "We are lucky to
average lust two years for our
players."
Therefore, the Rovers had an
advantage in experience but
when the day was over, The
Falcons held the edge on the
scoreboard.
BG CENTER Glen Schwab
opened the scoring in the first
game when he capped off a play
that started only inches from the

Abortion, pregnancy taeta, student rates Cantor lor Choice, downtown Toledo. 419-255-

7769.

GOLDEN KEY NATHIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Stop by our Information table tuM-thura In
Moeekty Hal Find out why you should join
today' Daadane la November 20th

Think year pregnant? FrM tMt S help
Abeokrlery confidential'
I 241-9131

Make aura you attend SQSU's l.rgest Election Rail, Men. Nov. I at 7:00 p.m. Come hear
Wood County Condtoatoe.
^^

PERSONALS

Attention Greekbueters
We're all offering the cheeenge Get a team
and try to beat the Greeks in then own arena If
you donl at toast try. you can! aver say you've
been "ctoead out." See you Saturday...
BETH CAR8ERY. WHCOO'a YOUR BtO? II
see you tonight'
01 oaoJtod, your Chi O big
BOYS ON BY ALL:
YOU LOSE YOUR OAME, YOU WORK TO
HARD, YOUR HOUSE IS A MESSI KEEP
BRINGING HOME THE BIO ONES! OET A
CLUE.
BRENDAN COAKLEY
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING A TOP
SALES PERSON FOR SOUTHWESTERN.
YOU'VE MAPI US SO POrOUO.
Chock u* for tow sex screening pricee
JEANS N THINGS
631 Ftdoo
Come to BOSU's Largest Election Rally.
Monday NOT. S at 7:00 P.M. In the Union Orel.
Support your Mnovdatea.
Congratulattone to Jerry Batt on his lavallerrtng to JM MaiweH.
Tho Brothers of 8AE
Congrstutetione to Brad Polta and ASSM Glass
on your Phi Tau-Atoha PN taveteringl Beet of
Luck and Happiness In the future! The Brothers
of Phi Kappa Tau
CRAW ANTHONYHAPPY BIRTHDAY BLUE EYESI HOPE THIS IS
A WEEKEND YOU'LL NEVER FORQETI I
LOVE YOU BUNCHES! TOOTS
PS. THANKS FOR A SUPER BIRTHDAY
Dsve Schuler
IT'S BEEN GREAT WORKING WITH YOU.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR 8EST
SOUTHWESTERN BUMMER EVER.
Greekbuslera:
Road RaaV Saturday, 11:30 - Be There ..
ITS TIME
JM SHERCK FOR CONGRESS

Deer LI Susan Vandonaal: I msl love my Itfle I
can't wart to see you face to face tonight. PN
Mu love and mine, your brg
Dear Male "Quarlera" and Muncraun,
The Pre-Party warmed ua up. The drinks made
ua warmer The heyrtde WM hot, but our datea
were the hotteetl!
Love always, your Kappa Srga. Gajmpt and
Norton
Data. Gel psyched for e wad warm-up tonight'
The KD's are reedy lo party!
Decree T,
Tonight la the Night
The Brg Hunt la at an and
youl laid your big and nvset your twtn
Your CHI O Brg

AMY BtLLrNQ
I CHOSE YOU
HERES YOUR CLUE
MY EYES ARE BLUE
BUT, IS IT TRUE?
LOVE, YOUR CHI-0 HO Sal

OOK AppHcsUons pick-up
405 student services t U A 0 I
Appaceelisi due by Nov. 2nd
At the U.A.O. oNtoo
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10
14
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19
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31
34
35
37
3B
39
40
41
42
43
44

ACROSS
Obacure
Ubyssneighbor
"
brilllg..."
Santa
Moonooddeas
Aggrevote
Heed over heels
Esrthenwsre pot
Sibilant sound
Klndofjuetlce
Dotaona
French map
Yeereonend
Bare Coned
GoMMtray
Plan on
Type ol akin
Become active
Charged atom
Nursery rhyme
trio
No. So. and Cent
Other, je
'Don!
1"
Nettle
Patriot Ethan
Plan.ass
campaign

40 Assigned, M
bsttle positions
48
wave
50 Author Oelghlon
51 Muffin of e sort
53 umll eiprsMion
56 TM——_
59 Mucheoughl lady
60 On one's high
horse
62 ActreM Sommer
63 City near
Mount Etna
64 Popular Guesl
65 William
.
alias Hops long
Ceeskty
66 Symbol ol
fleetneM
67 Tooth: Prefix

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9
10
it
12
13
18
23

DOWN
Night liters
Slugger Slaughter
Party treats
"
a grand
night..."
Spring dance
tMture
Suggestion
Offend
Smithy Item
Summer tun for
kids
Thrae-horM
sleigh
Hereendthere
Menachen
.everybody)
Global iMtum
avail
Toiler of yore

25 Worth or gem
26
Abdel
27
28
29
30

Llioetn s cousin
Shoddy
Modem kind of rig
Leaning

GERRI TRINE TTI
THE MONTH HAS FINALLY COME
THE CELEBRATION IS NEAR.
THE DATE IS THE TWENTY-FIRST.
TWENTY-TWO. THE BIRTHDAY YEAR
SO GET REAOY TO PARTY
(AS YOU DO SO WEL1WTTH CUPCAKE, OAHUNG'
AND JACK LALANE'S PAL
(YOU LOOK MAHVELOUS!)
'RICHARD MONTALBAN1
OREO SHELTLER
THANKS FOR SEING A GREAT FRIEND AND
COteORATULATIONS ON ANOTHER GREAT
SIJIasQER . YOUR SOUTHWESTERN FRIENDS
HAPPY 21ST SaRTHDAYJEFF MOR8ITZERII
LOVE, YOUR CARE SEAR

HOata THOMAS
CONGRATULATIONS ON RECEIVING THE
GOLD AWARD AND HAVING A QREAT SUMMER WITH SOUTHWESTERN

32 "We're off
the Wizard"
33 Standing
36 Exhort
39 Bound by atrong
IM
40 College In
N Cerollne
42 South, south ol
the border
43 Rang the tocsin
45 Emulsted e
barnyard sound
47 Trick
49 Sierra
St Air bubble In

■M

52 Southeastern
most town In
Nebraska
54 Competing
number In
Mudvllle
56 Shaw
56 Catcher's signal
57 French political
entity
56 Rookie
6t verse lorm

r

(u
HB

JIM BRYAN
CONGRATULATIONS ON SAVING OVER
112,000 LAST SUMMEB-YOU DID A QREAT
JOS
JIM OERBUS
CONGRATULATIONS ON EARNING 16,000
LAST SUMMER. YOU DID A SUPER JOB.
John Lanson and Karen Mautty. The Brothere ol
Phi Kappa Tau want to congrahaate you on your
PN Tau-PN Mu wvaaartng and wtah you the
beat of luck In the future' The Brothers ol PN
"■PP-Tl
KAREN, OUR WONDERFUL HOUSEMOM'"
CONGnATULATIONS ON WINNING THE DZ
UNIT OaRECTOR AWARD WE LOVE YOU
YOU ARE THE BEST!! LOVE THE DEE PEES
Kkn-You came along wNh your own private
parade
You said to move and not stand there afraid
You made good ixnos from my feeanga Inastto
Now mere's a love I can't Nde
Happy one year-even though It's late
Love Always. Rich
•Laser Arts la coming*
'Laser Aria la coming*
'Laeor Aria la coming*
laser Arts la Coming
I leer Alto Is Coming
Sponsored by Silver Wings and Arnold Air
Society
Laser Arts la coming
Sponsors: Amotd Air Society end Silver
arlnga

LI Betay resrper-I'm M peyched to be your bigwe're gonna have a blast st the warm-up
tonight! You're the beat Ittte m the worxji love.
your anxJoua big
UL BETSY
YOUVE FOUNO YOUR 4th CLUE. GOOD FOR
YOU BUT ALL I CAN SAY IS THAT I SEE YOU
EVERYDAY GET PSYCHED FOR TOreYJHTS
rlUNT! YOUR XO BtQ
LM Chris Evens.
The day Is here the time Is due to give you III,
your loot due. Tonight the string will toad the
way lo ma. becauss It la my CM 0 Little I
can't welt to aeel See you tonight, get reedy
to CTlebret. CM 0 etyaaf Lose, Your big
UL DEE PHILLABAUM
WELCOME TO MY FAMILY. I HOPE YOU AT"1
PSYCHED FOR TONIGHT YOU WILL
SURPRBEDI DO YOU KNOW WHO I AM Yl
UL'EVAWELCOME TO THE FAMILY! I'M SO EXCITED
TO HAVE YOU AS MY LITTLE! DZ LOVE,
YOUR BIO.-7
UP Jennifer Tumey.
Tonight your big hunt wet be over. I can't wait
urns you Itnd out who I am. Get peyched tor e
greet time
DM Zee love. Your Bag.

Li Loh Anders.
You've done ao wel on your hunt and I can't
wait to wessoma you into the lanwy DZ love,
Your Hoppy Bsj
U Lori: First your were my 'ruah crush' and now
you're my Htte! I can't waft untl tonight to
welcome you Into your new CNO Famtyl XO
Love and Mate Your excited Big!
UL MICHELLE MARTORELLO.
TODAY 18 A VERY SPECIAL DAY, YOUR
UTTLE 8TRt*3 WILL LEAD THE WAY, YOU'LL
NEVER GUESS WHO I AM, BUT WHEN YOU
DO, WE CAN JAM!

MM

tM" "
|n

Jenny H,
Tonight la the night. The big hunt la at an end.
Youl find your big end meet your Twlnl
Your Cta-0 Big

LM Linda Madison.
Get peyched tor wnigMI Juet follow Ova
string eround sod around. It'll be e surprise
when I em found. Put your worries end
studies aside tor the night, MUM we're
gonna party till the day's Ughtl CN-0 love,
Your Big.
^^_

PM^

■ at

B

Jeff TlawJt Your PI Kepp brother, looked
great Monday night! But, Where were you?
MNH

UL KIM KUENNING
Tonight's the mght when you we* see
Who your brg la. before the Ha
Every day you've gotten a due
But we you aura they're reefy true?
I cent welt untl youl bo
A member of DZ'a BEST family!'
DZ Love, YOUR BIO

■"1
■•>

ITS Tame
Jto» Shore* tor ConoreM

lit Kettey Armstrong, Tonlte'a the nkjht
you'll know my neme. end that'll be the end
to this frustrating game. I'm excited to reveal
aayeeH to you, end I hope that you'll be the
same way, too. Final Clue: I have big who hes
I ItltaMl Love, Your CM 0 Big.

aaaPj|
U

It's the party Whord'e aVOayl He'll celebrate
to every wayl CaH Mabee (?) tor a good ttmel
He doeen'l cool e dtoiel Love, CJ.L

UL KATHY RICHARDS.
You have been my favorite since pledge day.
Soon you wet be part of the beet tamly In the
beat sorority-CHI OMEGA' So get peyched
beceuee I'M SO EXCITED" (Clue 4) Soon you
wf* find out who I am; I wont keep you In
suspense much longer. Happy hunting!! Chl-0
Love end Lota of Mine. Your Big

1.

^^»TT«ili

la anybody up there lletenmg? Ever wawdar
that after praying? what H God really does
hear - how would that affect your lite?
Discover how al Thursday Night Live'. Meeting In Faculty Lounge. 2nd floor Union at 7:30
pm, Thursdsy. Sponsored by Census
Crvaade tor Christ

ur Becky Brown
Never ahel I forget the days which I spent with
you Corrtlnue to be my friend, es you we)
ahvaya And me youra.
See ye tonight. Love your big RJAFS

h It li 1. I-™!-T-!- T-BJiT ii~ IT TT
Hi!
lit

HP

W YOU LIKE RONALD REAQAN...
YOU'LL LOVE LEONARD STEVENS
TWO latPORTANT VOTES

DZ'a: Conr/atutations on another eucceaelut
voaeybel toumement It WM a great trrrra! The
eiaters ol Kappa Delta

HAPPY 21ST BfRTHOAY TIM CAIN

Edited by Msraarrl Fsmr aad Trade Jeffc
one* L« »a''" newiiian

HPH t MOWEEN
Hey, We've got Nil Lets go ss smokers to the
big coetume parly! I HA HA I Ltndy 6 Cm

Laser Arts Is coming

T—SHaTTS •" T-SHIRTS * • T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM, PARTIES, ETC
FAST SERVICE, QUALITY, GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 364-3098

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Hoi tube. Indoor awtmrnalg. Iota
ol bars para $100 spending money
can be yours kx a nee
weekend for two
MAM STREET FRENCH QUARTER RAFFLE
Saturday Night

Don't worry! You haven't mteeed II yet! Entry
forma for the Road Rely wH be accepted every
day ova week as .el as Saturday before the
pre-Reay meeeahg Get peychedl

HAPPY 21STBaTTHOAY TIMCAJN

Next to new shop has ctothM. nouM warea.
drapes, jewelry, shoes S purses SI AJoyakia
School TUM 10:00-4:00. Fri 1:00-7:00.

Falcon goal line. Nearly half the
BG squad completed a pass before Schwab cut behind wing
Jeff Weemhoff and scored under
the posts. Steuart Fish's conversion put BG on top 8-0. Falcon
scrum half Bill Miller completed
the scoring with a try as he
broke through a gap in the
Rover defense.
The 100 shutout was the Falcons 17th of the season.
The second match turned out
to be a real see-saw battle.

3-6 p.m.
Daily

IX REBECCA PAULEY
Hope INs day » ss special as you are. I can't
wel untl tonight! Love, Your btg
UL YVETTE MENOLER,
ALL MY CLUES I HAVE SENT. NOVEMBER
1ST IS A BIG EVENT. SO HOLD YOUR
BREATH AND CLOSE YOUR EYES. BECAUSE
TCtvMHT WILL BE A BtQ SURPRISE

Rookie wing Eric Grace opened a punt between two Cleveland
the scoring with a 40-yard run to Kyers and out raced them to
tally a try and four points. The
goal line to finish the scorRovers pulled ahead on a try ing.
and a conversion kick by Jim
THE WINS raised the FalMcNea to make the score 6-4.
cons' record to 24-2 and they are
The Falcons, however, re- now ranked second in the nation
gained the lead on scrum back and Midwest region behind MiMark Laimbeer's fifth drop-kick ami, who they beat earlier this
field goal of the season.
season.
Par-shall scored a try to increase
BG closes out its fall camthe BG bulge to 13-6.
paign Saturday when they host
Center Gus Saponari sealed John Carroll University and
the Rovers' fate when he fielded Oberiin College.
Urm Hoiinsl.
ROOM are red,
vtotata are green,
Heppy21stUnn.
You're no longer a teen'
A legal sou", now.
Time to party al mght
Make It one to remember.
We the* our pledge trainer
m mat out of sight"
Love. Yourptodgee
LsafelMa,
The time is ramoet hers
OEag

I can! wait' Your CHI

Little Ginger Helterman
Tonights the big event we've been waiting for! I
cant wan to see your aurprteed trttt. smile
When you find me. Get ready to party with your
big. XO love and much more ol mtno. BkrTT?
Little Jena Meaan
Get peyched lor the hunt tonight' Okie »4 I
have blonde haw. Do you know who I am yet?
CN-0 love and mine- Your Dig I
Link Jena Ray,
The txne raw come the day la here tor you and
your big so deer So loeow the string lo lind the
and and there wit be waiting your special
Mend CN O love and mine, Your Big.
UtM Karen Koch,
Tonits . the night when al wonderment anal be
dear. II be welting for you but youl have lo
rind me I tow. Look for the yeeow end youl
know n"s for you. hdd on tight, don't let go.
whatever you do.
CNO rove.
Your BtQ
Utbe Kris Hechti
ROOM are red,
Vrolets are DrueYou're a sweetie
And your tag krvee youl
Clue #4- Our Ian-ay at ao smal
CN-O love and maw-Your Big
PS Get peyched lor the hunt!
Little Lauren Loewe,
Tonights the night you'll see. Who your new
lemay will be. So get really excited for us all
to be united. The hepptest Btf/LKtto we'll
bell Late, YOur snxtous Btg.
Little Nancy Wright
Tonight the Suepence we come to en end At
the end ol lira String there stands a friend. I'm
ao excited for you to see. The Identity of me!
CN 0 Love and Maw, Your btg
Little Nicole Botln
I've welted so long lo share with you my Identity
and tonights the nlghtl II be impatiently wetting
M the end of your string Get peyched cuz your
big a taking you out tonight!! CN O love and
maw, your Bsj.
UtOs Sherl Ftoeeetot
CN emerges what you got. The Big hunt Is
almost done And boy em I the kicky one' Get
exceed for tomght-the suspense wi be over
soon! QUOM WHO?
Lori Clerk StoH Day WM greet! 'Thanks tor a
atalewide celebration' Love, your PN Mu eav
tors
Make aura you attend BOSU'a Largeat Election
Rely Men. Nov. 6 at 7:00 put Come hew
Wood County carrdklatM
Greakbustore:
Road Rely- Saturday, 11 30 ■ Be There...
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY TIM CAIN
ON ELECTION DAY, VOTE
REAQAN FOR PRESIDENT
STEVENS FOR COMMISSIONER
ITSTaVIE
I SHERCK lor CONGRESS
OWEN FLEMING
CONGRATULATIONS ON A SUPER
SOUTHWESTERN SUIeTMER.
PAMREINHART
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR TOP FIRST
YEAR SALES AWARD AND A QREAT SOUTHWESTERN SUMMER. WE'RE SO PROUD OF
YOU.
PI Kappa -Good luck artth the reel ol you.
P.U.S.H. week ecthmee Love, Jayg mom.
Rood Rsty prizM and trophtoa «• be ewvded
at Marks Pizza Pub 5-8 Saturday Lots ol pizza
end drink srjox-aaVal Jdn the funl
SnOuatoy
I'm so peyched to have you m my anal
Love your CN O BJg.
STEVENS FOR C0MMMI1OHEB
STEVENS - REAQAN - STEVENS
REAGAN - STEVENS - REAGAN
STEVENS — REAQAN — STEVENS

To my CN O Big.
I em reefy srudoua to see who youl tum out to
be. So lets hope tonight conwe round soon,
'cause II be insane by noon.
Love. LI Denrae Aver
To my La* Sue Loeb,
Who rust happens lo be the Qreateetl Lets
hope B G. la ready for a pertyrvj Brg/Uttle teem
axe ue Your Superl GueM Who7*?
To our precious new llttlss. We're really
peyched tor the Mg hunt lontghll Even
though we'll etW be out of stghL Ws sll think
your greet so be at the Phi Mu house by
eight. Love your new big elMSl
Want to town to pery locroese? Ajreedy know
how? Women's lacrosse international meeting
on Thursday Nov. 1 at 8 30 pm In BA 101
Cent make H 7 CM Holy 352-9114 after 6pm
WE LOVE OUR SrQ EP HOCKEY TEAM!!
GOOD LUCK THROUGHOUT THE SEASON!
KEEP THAT SPIRIT UP, GUYS. YOU'RE
OREATII LOVE. THE QOLDENHEARTS
YVONNE WA8HBURN
CONGRATULATIONS ON FINISHING IN THE
SOUTHWESTERN CENTURY CLUB. YOU DIO
A QREAT JOS.
HAPPY 21ST BtRTHOAY TIM CAJN.
PN Detta- Help!! Loot an ague blue hooded coot
MPNDottTMonOctS "found eel Jennifer at
372-2387. or 372-1887
T-SH*HTS * * T-SHIRTS * * T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC.
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS. 354-3098
Need Money? Why not aei Avon. For more
kitorrrsVion please cal Phytss at 352 5833

StOOcaohplueaFREE
weekend tor two con be yours
MAJN STREET FRENCH QUARTER RAFFLE
BE THERE""'

$1.19Braaktest
Bacon or *Jaueeqe. 2 Egge. Toaat & Coffee
Mon Fri 9am 1pm with Itas ad
Expires Dec 21, 1984
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E Wooeler

WANTED
WANTED SOFABED- GOOD CONDITION WIL PAY UP TO $60 CALL ANNE 372-4178
rtocMs-nxjiOny (saM*Ve>w roonvisanB n«j>*jKjeso SpnOQ
Semester University Cts Apt*. CM 3547404
1 bedroom fum. efficiency. Aveeable December or January $225/month. utamn paid
Lavava rreweaqe enytlme 352-8298.
Wonted: 1 F roommate to share 1 bdrni Apt
Case* to campus $110.00 mo. Spring Semeeter. CaH SI2-7S71
wanted: mess to eublel houM lor spring '85.
own room. 135/nK) anc uM. 2 rooennafatwe.
serious students pteeee 352-4178
WANTED FEMALE TO SHARE UPPER PART
OF HOUSE WITH 3 OTHERS CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. HAVE OWN ROOM $120 paw 1/4
QAS. AVAILABLE NOW OR SPRING SEMES
TER CALL OJNA AFTER 4.00 p m. AT 3522830.

HELP WANTED
EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LACUNA'S PO
BOX 26791, CHICAGO. II 80626-0791
COMPUTER SCIENCE SOPHOMORES or tVat
semester Juniors. Dayton wee Arm seeking
students tor systems analysis, technical 1
busaiaas programming Pays about 1350/mo
to Mart. CM Co-op office 372-2451. or stop by
222 Admin Btdg
JOB AVAILABLE IN FOOD SERVICE
20 hours a week, wage end commission
COS PleMon 362-3838

FOR SALE
STUDENT REC CENTER
m-FOR-ALL
SO«EN*NG ACTrvmES
Tuee.-Thura.. Nov.8-8
6:00-7:00PM UFE RM

The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epelton congrstulate Wo Rombee on hie pinning to Llaa
Luadtke. Wckmanlal

THIS IS IT!
Your tost chance to win
MAJN ST FRENCH QUARTER RAFFLE
Be there Saturday night
and S100 and a auper weekend may
be youra!

This Saturday
Someone wtl wal a color TV or a muffler tor
thereof or some lewelry from Klevers Jewelers
Lots of paopto win win pizzas, dottwe. movtoe
and auto partslEnfer the Road Retry end be •
contender! Late antnee arl be eccepted up to
fte^sMy ttmol
Tlesotfry Cem,
Have a auper lie! esrthdey!
U tat Mea, Jaws
TMOTHY. HAPPY 21ST BtRTHOAY LUV YA
STACEY

TODAYS PI KAPP PUSH EVENT
ROSE SALE AT THE UNION OVAL
$1 00 PER ROSE
COME AND SUPPORT
PROJECT **• PUSH **•

To LMe Morgaret Kessy
Today'a the dale so don"! be tow. Foaow the
String and you w« SM-who your CHI O Big w*
be. (cbvtouety someone wati no ihymlng teientll)0et peyched tor tonajrrtl Love, Your Big
T"

taken 38 mm Camera. Exceesn! condition
$140 0.8.0. Trek Touring 12 apd. $176
08.0. Must eel giddy CM 354-8977
Sterec-for sere with cabinet Make en otter CM
Tracy 354-8125
Uaed weeher end dryer.
Pair $75
CM 669-4335 after 7pm
10 speed Red Lmtvege Cuetom Maxims
5 months ok). $130
CM 372 3670 ask for BH
Devon DR-M2 tape deck for at
$460 new. SM tor $276

CM 354-8702
For Sets:
'80 Dataun 200 SX.$4300 exceesn! condition.
arcondmOnrng. AM'FM.4 speakers, and many
other options Contact KR 354-8258. MornIng or after irsclntgrri
1982 Dodge Crvargor In Good ccrvjtkxi For
more Mo CM 354-7682 or 354-7993
Brand New AJua GX-Rfl smtti deck, beet
otter EvorTrnga 352-1220
1988 Ponkec Catssns Good Condition Beet
oftor CM 362-0706 or 372-2838, ask lor
fvaySsstner

FOR RENT
Efflency to aubtot $225'mo Al utartles paid
tor. 214 reaprjeion Road CM 364 7804 or
stojulre M olTtc..
ANNOYED WITH ON-CAMPUS LIVING?
MOVE OFF NEXT SEMESTER
WE HAVE AN APT FOR TWO.
CALL JANICE OR JERI AT 364-7361.
Apt for rent this Spring Two btrdroom. ken.
apt Heat water end cebteTVpeid for Laundry
toreWll, perking roll bear atorage provided.
8640/ssmsaasr with four persons
CM 352-7182 ask tor Rtoh
2 bdrm eat to sublet Dec. 22
Comer of Reed « Thuraltn
Cal Mark 352-4440
2 bedroom apertment svseabte on 3rd Street.
CM 362-4380

Reagan finds support on campus

Inside...
p.2
p.3
p.4
p.5
p.6
p.7
p.8

Ed Rollins on youth
Campaign scoop
The Reagans
Mondale's stumble
Reagan and women
Registration
Students speak out

by Derek Hankerson
University ot Maryland
Just when he thought it
was sate to go back on the
campuses...
Today's college students
have taken a good look at
Democratic presidential
nomineee Walter Mondale,
and, by overwhelming majority, their message has
been "Sorry, Fritz".
According to Time
Magazine, voters between
the ages ot 18 and 24 prater
President Reagan by a
whopping 63 percent to 18
percent margin over Mondale.
Reagan's popularity
among younger voters has
become one ot the most
widely discussed stories ot
this campaign season. Is
this support the beginning
ol a more conservative trend
among college students?
Whether Reagan can
translate his personal

popularity Into long-term
Republican gains is a question best left for the future,
but one thing is certain: today's young people are looking back at the last lour
years and deciding they like
the Reagan presidency a
whole lot better than

Students' support:
Reagan

Reagan
and
Jimmy
Carter... It's not that difficult a choice to make."
When questioned closely
on the subject, students
point to the economic
recovery that has taken
place under a Reagan administration. Their older

ttttttl

Mondale
anything
else
they
remember.
"Can you blame them?"
asks Liz Plckens, coordinator of the Youth For
Reagan effort. "A college
student today has become
politically socialized under
two presidents --Ronald

brothers and sisters
graduated from college to
find their only secure place
In society down at the
unemployment office, and
today's students see 6.5
million new jobs as a much
better incentive to head out
into the real world.

With
a
healthier
economy, young people
have more spending money,
money that's purchasing
power has not been gutted
by inflation. More parents
can spend their children to
college, as lowered Interest
rates have made loans
easier to obtain.
Another reason that today's students seem to
prefer the President is more
abstract; they talk about
patriotism and a renewed
sense of pride in their country. "I spent over a year hearing about the hostages and
Iran and that stuff", says
one University ol California
student. "Now, I don't have
to feel like America's being
pushed around."
Today's college students
are proud, independent, and
motivated. They seem to
desire the same qualities in
their president.

THE PROUDER-STRONGER TIMES
Stars shine for Reagan
by David White
Vandarbllt University
Erica Kane, high-priced
lashion model and temptress extraordinaire of
television's All My Children,
may have never heard of
Walter Mondale and probably thinks that a Ferraro
is some kind of expensive
sports car. Bui Susan Lucci,
the actress who plays Erica
on the hit ABC daytime soap
opera, is quite a bit more
politically Inclined in real
life.
Lucci, In fact, Is one ol
countless celebrities who
have overstepped the traditional boundaries of their
entertainment careers to
take an active Interest in
this year's presidential campaign by publicly endorsing
Ronald Reagan. Television

"I leel like we have a winning team ... we need to
put him back in there for
four more years."—Joe
Frazier.

and movie personalities,
singers, athletes, and other
famous entertainers, in fact,
seem to be as firmly in
Reagan's corner as any
voting group in the country.
Actor Charlton Heston,
for example, was on hand
for the Republican National
Convention this- past summer, and Frank Sinatra has
been stumping along the
campaign trail on Reagan's
behalf as well. Others, such
as Tom Selleck, Chad
Everett, Stephanie Zlm-

balist, Lionel Hampton, and
Bob Hope are also behind
the President.
Former professional football star Rosle Grier,
mainstay oi the Los Angeles
Rams 'Fearsome Foursome'
defensive line, has also endorsed Reagan. A long-time
Democrat, and tormer campaign worker on behalf of
both John and Robert Kennedy, Grler recently made
the shift to Reagan and also
addressed the convention
this past summer. 'I found
myself agreeing more and
more with the positions of
President Reagan', Grier
told the delegates, 'I'm standing behind him one hundred percent'.
Grier was joined at the
convention by ex-Dallas
Cowboy quarterback Roger
Staubach, a long-time
Republican, as well as
several members of the
United States Olympic
team, Including gold medal
swimmers
Nancy
Hogshead, Steve Lundqulst,
and Rowdy Galnes. Gold
medal gymnasts Bart Connor and Peter Vidmar have
also lent their names to the
re-election effort, as has Ice
skating champions Rosalyn
Sumners, Scott Hamilton,
and Dorothy Hammlll.
Several athletes also joined Reagan-Bush sponsored
campaign tours, Including
former heavyweight champion Joe Frazier. 'I feel like
we have a winning team,'
says Frazier. 'But four years
just ain't enough time. We
need to put him back in
there for four more years'.

My father, the prez
by Ronald Reagan, Jr.
I've never thought ol my father as a politician, perhaps because he doesn't think of
himself that way. That may seem a strange
thing to say about a man who has been In
and out of elected office for almost 19
years, but the label 'politician' just doesn't
seem to fit. Whereas most people in

government arrived fresh out of college or
after very brief careers elsewhere, Ronald
Reagan spent more than 35 years In radio,
film and television. So he sees himself,
still, as a kind of citizen politician, a
classification he regards as infinitely
preferable to professional bureaucrat.
Continued on peg* 7
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Campaign Director Rollins: The college vote is key

Reagan-Bush Campaign Director Ed Rollins
Twenty years ago, when he
was elected student body
president at Chico State
(California] University, Ed
Rollins never dreamed he'd
end up in charge of a national
political campaign. But, to
day, that's exactly where he
is, manning the position of
Campaign Director (or the
Reagan-Bush '84 Committee.
His candidate is one o( the
most popular incumbents
ever to seek reelection, and
has maintained a wide
margin in the polls since the
campaign's inception, by his
own admission, Rollins'
philosophy had been "to stay
out of the way" and allow the
President to relate directly
with the nation's people.

But Rollins has maintained
tight control over the campaign, vanquishing the
possibility ot complacency so
thoroughly that fourteen hour
days are a matter of course for
his statt. He realizes that a candidate named Ronald Reagan is
the best asset the Republican
party could hope to have, and is
attempting to parlay Reagan's
popularity Into a sanguine
lutura for the GOP...
Most Republican strategists
agree that the party is broadening its base, most significantly
among young people, where the
President's support is strongest
of any age group. Rencently,
Rollins took time to discuss the
importance of the college-age
vote and its Implications.

0: How Important is the
youth vote to the President's
reelection?
Rollins: I think the most important factor that Is out
there today is among young
voters. There's a tremendous
number of young voters, first
time voters, second time
voters, who are identifying
with this president, and they
In turn are going to vote
Republican, maybe for the
first time.
Historically, young voters
either have not voted or have
been more liberal and have
voted Democratic in greater
numbers than they have
Republican. These young
voters want a strong
economy, want less government interference in their life
and basically stand for the
same kind of patriotic values
the President does.
Q: Why is the President so
popular among young people?
R: I think the most important thing people a little older
have to remember is that
many of these young people
have never seen a successful
president. There have been
four failed presidencies In a
row, the definition of failure
being that the American
public has chosen not to reelect them or something
catastrophic has happened
in their term. This is the
presidency that has worked.
If Ronald Reagan wants to
walk away from the Oval Office next January 20th, If he
chose not to seek reelection,
there is no question this term
would go down and this
presidency as one of the
great ones In history. He turned the economy around, he
built America's defense

strengths, he made America
proud again. I think comparing him with Jimmy Carter or
to one of the other presidents
that proceeded Carter,
Ronald Reagan Is head and
shoulders above those people. And I think that, for young
people, this is the president
they will measure other
presidents by.
Q: Will college students
who are supporting the President
vote
for
other
Republicans?
R: If they vote for this president, they may very well vote
for a Republican congressman. I think there is |ust
a great opportunity with the
baby boomers who are going
to be the dominant political
force tor the rest of their
lifetime, to vote independent
or Republican and move

"... many of these young people
have never seen a successful president. .. this Is the presidency that
has worked."
_Ed Rollins
away from the old line liberal
policies'of the Democratic
party.
0: Will this trend lead to the
Republicans becoming the
ma|ority party?
R: I think the encouraging
thing is that many of the
young voters who vote
Republican this time may not
register as Republicans. They
may
register as
Independents, but I think that
any good Republican candidate will always have the
opportunity to go get them
again.
What traditionally has hap
pened is younger voters have
thought of themselves as
Democrats and have voted

Reagan vs Mondale
■y Frank Oregoreky

Who will decide our future?

If your question la, "Who understand* the future?," then
Walter Mondale can't hold a laser beam to Ronald Reagan.
SanQaryllai1waeacttfelelae«w»*eiln»aylrxjhi3k»ielfng
match wtthMondalawae "a contest between this party's future
and Ha past" In their party, the paatand Walter Mondale won,
and the Democrat s now face a future bleak for the kind of
welfare-stale worldvlew the Mondale coalition possesses
Let's look at taxes, small buslnesa, untona, space and foreign
policy.
11 Seven years ago, Ronald Reagan grasped the shift from
Keyneeian tax theories to Jack Kemp-style incentlvlsm, meaning that tax policy must stimulate economic growth before It
redistribute* income, yet this Insight has passed Walter Monday's team by.
The Mondale tax plan Is straight out of the 1930s: by hiking
panaWaa on thoa* who save. Invest and Innovate, it will pr»*mpt
mere wealth than It raises for government. When shown real
figures on how the neagan-Kemp tax cutalnafsasidrevenuea
from the rich during 1982-83 with tower rates, Mondale liberals
say, "Maybe so, but we want the iimfcatanw ot a more stiffly
graduated tax rate scale."
2) AcwjnterproductlveMcodalewwkMewaJaogives short
ehrtft to am** bushes*, whoa* annual atart-up* are double then
1974lev*l and six times their 1960 numbers. Out of every six new
anterpn*** In 1983, five war* started by women. Americans In
the 1980s don't tost went toget a "bigger piece ot the pie," they
want to bake their own plea.
But the Mondale tax scheme la a dagger aimed at the heart ot
email business job creation. Itadllutlon of Indexation and
upper-bracket surcharge will hurt unincorporated enterprlsae,
whose proprietors pay taxea on the personal rate scale.
3) The flip-side ot that Is organized labor, with Its artlticlaHy-

for Democrats the first couple of times they have voted.
Than, as they get a little older,
start making some money,
start having a family, start
philosophically changing a
little, then they may in
mld-40's change and vote for
Republicans.
But I think the fact that
they are willing to vote for
Republicans the first time out
of the box and the second
time is very encouraging,
because I think there is a
tendency there, a trend there
that they may vote for other
Republicans, and stay
Republican.
O: It has been said that
young people support Ronald
Reagan on the basis of style,
not substance. Is this true?
R: I think all the rhetoric
about Ronald Reagan being

high wage* and antHachnotogy btaeaa. Union membarehlo haa
fallen from 27.3% of It. la willing to »tk*wtth Ronald Reagan,
yet the union leaders ar* In hock to the Democrate, and Mondale has happily stuck himself with their k>b-destroylng
"domestic content" legislation and steel Import quotas.
The Mondale agenda thus rewarde big labor and hurts smaN
buslnesa, and destroys or preempts |ob* In the proceas.
4) And what of apace? If any on* word I* the future, It'*
"space." Mondale leantHapaos. He tried to kill the Space Shut
tle during 197072, and has no room for space In his 1964 agenda. The leadership on apace commercialization and apace ex
ploratlon la all coming from President Reagan.
5) Ftoalty, there's foreign policy. Both the Mondale and Hart
wings of the Democratic Party wallow In Vietnam-era
quagmlree. They went to "blame America first. "Everytlme the
Sandinistas, Colonel Oaddafl or Lebanese terrorist* do
something bad, H'ssomehow the Preeldent's fault. Mondale'.
party would hamper the growth of U.S. power and put Its faith
In UN. resolutions and unveriflaWe arm pacta.
Under Reagan, America haa put Vietnam behind It. There are
"leeaona" to be learned from Iran, Afghanistan, and Grenada,
but too many Democrats stopped learning that day in April
1975 when Saigon fell to the Communists
Reagan understands both world realitie* and the retMnmorfp<»m<*AirmkMic»tMalUnxr»kiY»nt>*mcHt»
ofUS.succ**alntheigeOsarvJ19grj*r>,hMgoodday*,Wanar
Mondale can peep through to the 1970s. The re*t of the time,
he'* stuck somewhere in the 1930*.
(Frank Gregorsky, 29, la the author of "What's The Matter
With Democratic Foreign PoUcy?," published by the American
Conservative Union, and edits the weekly BULLETIN of the
House Republican Study Committee.

an Image candidate is just a
bunch of bunk. Ronald
Reagan has turned the direction of this country around, he
has reset the national agenda.
The
Democrats
themselves are now talking
about deficits and balanced
budgets which before was
heresy. Mondale Is now talking about peace through
strength in his commercials.
That was the Reagan slogan
four years ago and the
Republican slogan for many
years that he (Mondale) belittled several months ago.
Q: Are young people turning conservative on other
issues as well?
R: I think realistically the
young people today are going
to be a different kind of voter.
In the sense that they may not
agree in all the social pro
grams of the President. My
estimation Is that the young
voter are going to become
more and more conservative
on fiscal policy and foreign
policy, and probably a little
more libertarian on the social
Issues.
Many of them have grown
up In a more libertarian environment, where its kind of
where you do your thing, I do
my thing. So I think some on
some of the harder, more conservative social Issues they
may not totally agree. But
they are not saying that if you
disagree with me on one
Issue. I can't vote for you. I
think they're open-minded
and I think they are going to
vote for the individual.
Q: Why did this trend surprise all the socalled experts?
R: There's a whole emerging voter group out there that
very few political scientists,
behavlorists, or political columnists really haven't handled. The young voters are so
meone who really have
created a new political environment out there. As a
Republican, I think It is very
encouraging.
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Paul Laxalt, the first friend

Senator Paul Laxalt

Youth crucial to campaign
by Tom Behney
Georgetown University
Campaigns are often cast
as places where young
idealists come to work for a
cause in which they believe
and gain valuable exposure
tothe inner workings of a
political operation. The
Reagan-Bush reelection committee is no exception to that
maxim. In fact, the campaign
is staffed by youth at all
levels. The average age of
staff members is surprisingly
under 30. Even the director of
the campaign, Ed Rollins, is
only 41 years ok).
Some people think it's who
you know, not what you know,
that determines who gets
paying jobs on a campaign.
Not true. Some Interviewed
for positions that were open
during the expansion of the
campaign staff. Others
started as campaign
volunteers or interns and
worked their way on to the
staff. But the bottom line in
hiring is merit. A campaign
simply cannot afford to carry
dead weight.
For example, when Greg
Wiengand came to visit his
mother In Washington
several months ago, the idea
of volunteering for the campaign seemed only like an interesting way to spend his
spare time. But Greg soon applied for intern status, and a
few months later, was put on
as a full-time staff member.
Now, at the age of 19, Greg
spends approximately eighty
hours a week coordinating
the daily news summary that
is distributed throughout the
campaign offices.
Dana Jennings, who works
as an Assistant to Anne
Stanley, the Midwest Region
Campaign Director, came to
the campaign on the University of Southern California
public administration program. Oana spent the spring
semester working at the campaign on her internship and

learned of a job opportunity
with the campaign. She interviewed for and got the position she now holds.
Gaylynn Goble, now a staff
assistant with the Voter
Groups division, started out
as a volunteer at the
Republican Convention in
Dallas. She handled the office tor several campaign officials,
coordinating
volunteers and handling the
phones in that office. She
was encouraged to come to
Washington because of her
performance in Dallas.
For these people and
others, the Reagan-Bush
Reelection Committee is
their first extensive political
experience. They are young,
but contrary to popular expectations, they are not
envelope-stuffers and furniture movers. Their responsibilities are critical to the
operation of the campaign.
Along with the excitement
of the campaign is the committment to the President.
According to Jennings. It's
easy to work here because
the President is such a strong
leader and his programs are
important for the nation.'
Says Wiegand, 'If someone
had told me I'd be making a
real contribution to reelecting
Ronald Reagan, I wouldn't
have believed it... but here I
am, doing all this.'

*.
At the Oval Office

by Joe Gonyaa
University ot
Santa Clara
Paul Laxalt is a gracious
host. Any stray stereotypes
of how politicians are supposed to behave are quickly
dispelled upon entering the
Nevada senator's Inner office.
There is no arrogant air of
importance surrounding the
man, as you would expect
from one of the most influential men in the nation.
Nor does he attack his
guests with the false sense
of fellowship, the backslaps
and the hearty handshakes
that many old pols throw on
at the first scent of publicityNo, despite having spent
a majority of the last twenty
years firmly rooted In the
public eye, Laxalt has remained remarkably unaffected and soft-spoken.
But as polite and hospitable
as Laxalt is. a single word
has the capacity to erase
the smile from his face and
sharpen the soft tongue.
The word is landslide,' and
as the chairman of the
Reagan-Bush '84 campaign.

it is a word Laxalt has
become increasingly, and
unhappily, familiar with.
'I've seen race after race
where margins larger than
this have disappeared', said
Laxalt, referring to the fifteen to twenty-five point advantage Reagan showed at
the time this Interview took
place. 'This election Isn't going to be decided in
September. There's a long
time to go until election day,
and over-confidence is the
worst thing that can happen
to any campaign.'
The conversation soon
steered back to safer
ground, luckily, and the
senator relaxed. 'People
tend to like Ronald Reagan,
both as a person and what
he stands for.. the support
we're seeing, especially
among young people is very
encouraging', he said. 'Our
support among first and
second-time voters In this
election is extremely important.'
Laxalt agreed, however,
that somehow inspiring
youth to vote in greater
numbers was a concern, as

less than half of the eligible,
college-age voters actually
cast ballots in 1980. I think
they will vote in greater
numbers this time around.
I'd like to see young people
dispel the conventional
wisdom that they talk, but
don't do anything ... that
they don't vote.
Talk then turned to the
future, and whether the conservative trend appearing
on college campuses would
benefit the Republican party
in the long run. Although
dismissing the idea of permanent realignment, Laxalt
did stress the importance ot
the continuation ol such a
trend.
'II these young people
vote Republican their first
time that they're able, a lot
of them will keep voting
Republican. That's critical
to the future of the
Republican Party and the
future of the conservative
cause,' he said. It's an investment In the future, and
it's reassuring to see so
many young people coming
back to conservative values
the way they are'.

'Road Warriors' advance the cause
by Kevin Peartree
Notre Dame University
For Ronald Reagan the
Labor Day campaign kickott
brought sunshine, brass
bands and a cheering crowd
of 50.000 supporters to a rally
in California's Silicon Valley
Walter Mondale's and
Geraldine Ferraro's campaign kickoff was greeted by
cloudy skies and sparse
crowds as the two candidates paraded down
Manhattan's Fifth Avenue. So
poor was the turnout, even
New York's Democratic
mayor Ed Koch was reported
to be 'at the beach.'
The weatherman aside,
one of the most important
factors determining the success of such campaign
events is the work done by
each candidate's advance
team.
Today's advance person is
much more than a political
roadie, setting up convention
halls, platforms and
microphones. The advance
team is the public relations
arm of the campaign. Its objective is to present the candidate or his spokesman in as
favorable a light, to as many

people, for as much media exposure, as possible.
'We coordinate the finished product,' says Frank Mermoud, Director of the Advance Office for ReaganBush '84. 'We execute the
whole trip.' Mermoud's team
oversees the activities of all
the campaign's principal
spokesmen. Since the President and Vice-President
George Bush cannot be
everywhere, surrogates are
used in their place. For the
Reagan campaign this
means Cabinet secretaries,
congressmen, senators-even
'super surrogates' such as
former President Gerald Ford
and Henry Kissinger.
The advance team's job is
to recognize the interests and
concerns of voters in different cities and regions
around the country, and to
match these voters with a
theme and a suitable campaign spokesman. The concerns of voters in the hightech Silicon Valley, for example, may not be the same as
those of voters in the Kansas
farmlands or those in Pennsylvania steel towns.

'You develop a theme and
expand on it; says Mermoud.
the goal is to create a one on
one play' between the national candidate and the local
voter.
The advance team works
closely with party officials on
the local level. Going into an
area anywhere from several
days to a full week preceding
the event, Mermoud's staff
looks to local leaders for
specific guidance, 'to suggest resources that may be
able to impact on the event-a
band that has won awards,
local college cheerleaders.'
'It depends on what image
we want to hit on that week,'
adds Mermoud. 'If we want to
talk about domestic issues or
budget cuts, we might go to a
small town and do a factory
walk-through.'
One wall of the advance
team's Washington office is
covered by newspaper articles from all over the
country-articles about President Reagan or George Bush
and their visit to Hoboken, or
Austin or Witchlta Falls.
These are the fruits of the advance team's labor. 'It's what
the media coverage gives
you, plus the local impression.' says Mermoud. 'It all
translates into a rethinking of
the campaign and the candidate and hopefully a vote.'
In this day and age, it's
hard to bring a candidate to
everyone in this country,'
Mermoud says. The key for
the advance worker is to find
a common ground for the
local voter and the national
candidate and to present this
meeting in a major media
market. Says Mermoud, 'It's
all tremendously exciting
because you create it;
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Ronald Reagan: Born in the USA
by Daniel Schnur
Carlelon College
The issue will be Ronald
Reagan', says one slate campaign official. 'He's the colossus. Reagan is the candidate, Reagan is the platform, and Reagan is the only
issue to the average voter.
Every election is, to a certain extent, is a referendum
on the incumbent. But, more
than any president seeking
re-election since Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Ronald Reagan is
dominating the national
agenda.
His control, his effect on
the mood of the electorate is
almost total. And the mood is
so positive that even Walter
Mondale's own advisors are

who engineered this nation's
economic recovery. Worst of
all, though, he must
somehow convince the voters
of this country that they
should prefer him over the
man who has somehow
rekindled the patriotic spirit
in their souls. And all the
doom and gloom on God's
earth won't convince people
that feeling pride in their
country is a bad way to live.
Witness last summer's
Olympic Games. Four years
ago, when the United States
hockey team captured a gold
medal at the 1960 Olympics,
observers philosophized that
the resulting outbreak of

There is an enthusiasm ... that has
been absent since the days of
Kennedy and Roosevelt
admitting that their only
chance lies with the possibility of some huge Reagan
gaffe, that would turn what Is
now a popular mandate
bordering on landslide into a
reasonable fascimile of a
two-man race.
The task facing Mondale is
a formidable one. Not only
must he face a popular incumbent, but the president

patriotism was the cry of a
country desperately searching for something,
anything to cheer.
The national celebration
this summer, on the other
hand, was of a decidedly different nature. This time, the
cheers were not a release of
pent-up frustration and impotence, but the congratulations and celebrations of a

confident people who knew
that these gold metals were
not a fluke, but a symbol of a
renewed American determination and self-respect.
Cynics accused Reagan of
capitalizing on the Olympic
spirit, as if he deserves no
credit for the rebirth of national pride that happened to
occur during the four years of
his presidency.
But the people know the
truth. At every stop he makes,
in every town he visits, there
is an enthusiasm, an adulation for the man that has been
absent for a sitting president
since the days of Kennedy
and Roosevelt.
Four years ago, people
were saying that the
presidency was too big for
one man.
The re-election of an Incumbent president, which
had once been almost a
foregone conclusion, had
been upset in two successive
elections. The American people, who had seen their trust
in the incumbencies of Lyndon Johnson and Richard
Nixon rewarded with Vietnam
and Watergate, were disillusioned, and turned out both
Gerald Ford and Jimmy
Carter in short order.
That disillusionment is
gone. There is no talk now
that the presidency is too
large a duty for one man. One

Tha President ol the United States
man has mobilized the
grateful nation. They know
American people to revive tha
that the same man who
sagging economy. One man
brought America back will
has led the movement that
take it even further, and if the
has restored America's place
referendum on the Gipper
in the world.
would be put to a voice vote,
And that man is being
the ayes would surely wake
rewarded for his feats by a
up the echoes.

Nancy expands traditional role

Th« First Lady
by Theresa Tralnor
St. Bonavenlure Univ.
"Don't walk ahead of me,
for I may not follow. Don't
walk behind ma. for I may not
lead. Just walk beside me and
be my friend."
In order to understand
"Nancy with 'the Laughing
Face'" you must also realize
her strength of character. She
has Involved herself extensively in foster care and antidrug programs. She is
therefore far more than a
smiling figurehead and White
House hostess. She has
played a major role in the
development of Ronald
Reagan into the man he is today ... the fortieth president
of the United States.
The President sees Nancy
clearly as his mainstay.
There's nothing he does not
tell her. "As far back as I can
remember in the marriage,
anything that happens... the
first thought in my mind-the
first image in my mind-Is that
'I'm going to tell her about it'".

As first lady, Nancy effectively balances the dual role
as wife and White House
hostess. 'When we first moved into the White House, my
instinct was to make it home
for my husband. Until that
was accomplished, I didn't
feel ready for other things."
"I had no idea.. .that being
first lady was a full time job.
The demands on my time are
enormous, but so are the
rewards. The opportunity to
get things accomplished
from this position is very
gratifying."
It has been a time when
she has come to better
understand the problems of
the country. But even prior to
this time, when Reagan was
Governor of California, Nancy wrote a syndicated column
during the Vietnam war and
donated her salary to the National League of Families of
American Prisoners and
Missing In Action In
Southeast Asia.
Mrs. Reagan also became

the moving force behind the
highly acclaimed Foster
Grandparent Program,
because she realized that the
"elderly have so much to give
and so do these handicapped
children. The Foster Grandparent Program just gives
them a way to make the
ahppy exchange." She also
continues to work to bring the
project to a national level and
to promote private funding In
local communities.
Another interest area of
Mrs. Reagan's Is the fight
against drug abuse. Among
other projects she has narrated a two-hour documentary on the subject for public
television. She remarks, "I
have seen the ravages of drug
abuse and the sadness of
children who think there's no
point in living, who don't
know there's a whole rich and
wonderful work) out therekids who have in a way given
up on the world before they
even got to know It."
And she hopes she and
Ron can have an Influence on
this next generation. "I think
he's (Reagan) the bast man
for the job and he will have a
chance to continue what he
started. I don't think we've
had a continuity really since
Eisenhower. Just as people
get use to somebody, they're
gone. It makes it difficult."
She applies this theory to
her own life, "you have to
keep pushing It. You can't let
It die. I feel, and I hope I'm
right,... You Ilka to think you
contributed something."

The Reagan Record
IntliUon:
Tha President's anti-inflationary policies have
reduced tha rata of inflation to lasa than four parcant for two consec utiva years - a truly spectacular
achievement.
Job Creation:
The President's economic recovery has created6.S
million new Jobs. Mora Americans are working today than avar before.
Productivity:
Worker productivity under President Reagan rose
over three percent In 1963 • the largest gain in eight
years. Aa a result, reel wagea have risen more than
three percent during the past two years.
Defense and Arm* Control:
The Reagan Administration la rebuilding our
defenses to keep America safe, while at the same
time pursuing the most ambitious arms reduction
policy - the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks.
Women's Advancements:
During his first two years in office, President
Reagan appointed more than 1400 women to Important government positions, including Sandra
Dav O'Connor to the Supreme Court, Elizabeth
Dole as Secretary of Transportation, Margaret
Heckler as Secretary of Health and Human Services, and Jeane Klrkpatrlck as US Ambassador to
the United Nations. Under President Reagan, the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
recovered more back pay awarda for job
discrimination against women than the previous
Administration.
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Experience serves Bush well in #2 spot
by John Breheny
Purdue University
Alter graduating from Yale
in the spring of 1948, young
George Bush took advantage
o' one ot the many personal
Inendships and connections
he had acquired during his
four years there to land his
first real job. Bush had decided to learn the oil business,
so he set out tor the desolation of West Texas, to a position with Dresser Industries
sweeping floors.
He started at the bottom.
After pushing a broom all
day, he would return each
night to a mobile home on
the edge of Odessa to his
young wife and son. To
many of his classmates,
this lifestyle may have
seemed less than Idyllic.
But, lor Bush, It was
perfect, for at the age of
twenty-four, Bush had
already packed more danger
into his life than most men do
in a lifetime.
Prior to his enrollment at
Yale, Bush had enlisted in the
armed service. He became
the youngest commissioned
pilot, at 18. in the Navy at that
time. While on carrier duty In
the South Pacific, he was
snot down and two fellow
crew members died; he was
rescued by a U.S. submarine
and later awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross.

Learning the oil business
quickly. Bush co-founded a
small royalty firm, BushOverby Development Company Two years later, he ccfounded Zapata Petroleum
Corporation, and one year
later, at age 30, he became
president and co-founder of a
third firm, Zapata Offshore
Company Much of the
energy produced today is
drilled for by rigs Zapata
pioneered.
In 1966, Bush won a seat in
the House against a rightwing Democrat with 57.1 percent of the popular vote.
Then, during the decade ot
the 70's Mr. Bush gained experience In various positions
that would later prove Invaluable. From 1971 to 1973,
he served as U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., and as
Chairman of the Republican
National Committee from
January 1973 to September
1974. In October 1974, he was
appointed as Chief of the U.S.
Liaison Office in the Peoples
Republic of China. After that,
he served a stint as the Director of the Central Intelligency
Agency.
Former critics give great
credit to his performance as
vice president. Longtime
Reagan associate Lyn No!ziger, a conservative ideologue

Energy Independence:
The vulnerability of the U.S. economy to the whims
of OPEC Is a thing of the past. Under President
Reagan, U.S. oil production it up, while the price of
imported oil and the proportion* of imports to total
consumption is down.
Crime?.
Under President Reagan, the crime rate dropped
seven percent last year -the biggest drop In a
generation. The rate of serious crime fell by four
percent In 1962, and five percent during the first six
months In 1963. Reagan has proposed legislation
to compensate the victims of crime.
*Hf Keletlone:
American leadership at the Wllllamsburg Summit
m the spring of 1963 marked the beginning of world
economic recovery. The seven nations present
agreed to a common program to combat inflation,
resist protectionism, and aid developing nations.
Waste In Government
Through the President's Council on Integrity and
Efficiency, the Administrstion saved the taxpayer
J31 billion that would have been lost to fraud or
wsste.
IAS. Competitiveness:
The President, through deregulation and tax cuts,
has helped to make American companies more
competitive abroad. He is continuing to work
towards the eradication of trade barriers between
nations.

who Initially opposed Bush's
slelction as the 1980 running
mate says "George has done
a helluva job ... You cannot
find any Instances in three
and one-half years of
backbiting, of second guessing, of that sort of thing. He
has played the role of vice
president as well as anybody
I've ever seen.'
In March 1981, for example,
the attempted assassination
of Reagan thrust Bush forward. His calmly reassuring
performance during that
period may have done more
than anything else to cement
his reputation. Last year, he
won rave reviews for a European trip designed to
preserve allied support for
U.S. nuclear arms initiaves.
Due to his strong performance as vice president,
Bush is considered an early
front-runner in the race for the
nomination of the Republican
party In 1968. But for now,
Bush has chosen to focus his
attention on the job at hand
... the reelection of Ronald
Reagan.
Vice-President George Bush

Fritz's stumble for the roses
by Daniel Schnur
Carleton College
During the final race ot hit
high school track career,
almost forty years ago,
Walter Mondale stopped
running. With twenty yards
remaining In the contest,
and no real chances of winning, the high school senior
pulled up short and walked
off the track, saying there
was 'no point' In continuing.
There Is little chance that
now, embroiled in a race
with far more at stake than a
blue ribbon or medallion,
Mr. Mondale will similarly
throw in the towel. But in the
years since he left his
Elmore, Minnesota high
school,
where
his
classmates prophesied he
would unsuccessfully run
for the United States Senate
before attempting a singing
career, his reputation has
stayed with him. It is a
reputation for avoiding controversy, for ducking the
tough issues, for quitting,
and it has dogged his every
step.
After proving his old
schoolmates wrong and
gaining a Senate seat (albeit
by appointment, no election), he gained a reputation
amongst his fellow senators
as one who would desert a
cause when its path of
passage became difficult.
Minnesota
politician
Eugene McCarthy has quipped that Mondale 'has the
soul of a vice-president.'
Even Hubert Humphrey,
Mondale's political mentor,
speculated on the absence
of 'fire In his belly' after
Mondale aborted a run for
the presidency In 1974.
But when his old formula

for gaining office through
party connections was
upset by Gary Hart early in
the Democratic primary
race. Mondale was forced
on the of fensive, and almost
completely destroyed
Hart's candidacy. But he
then reverted to form, and
Hart seized the opportunity
to rise from the ashes and
contest the nomination
through the final round of
primaries.
After securing the
nomination, it took a round
of severe tongue lashings
from the party elite to shake
Mondale from his doldrums
and drag him into battle with
his opponent, President
Reagan. Even while running
mate Geraldine Ferraro was
fighting for her political life
during the midst of her
financial
diaclosure
troubles, Mondale was
blissfully fishing deep in the
wilds of Minnesota, happily
avoiding the controversy.
Only when faced with Imminent landslide possibilities
did the reluctant candidate
finally force himself into the
fray.
So. for now at least, Mondale the Meek has become
Flghtln' Fritz. With his
jacket slung over his
shoulder, his tie wrenched
askew, and as his allies had
begged him, his hair finally
let down, Mondale Is attempting to wage a volatile,
spirited campaign In a lastditch effort to avoid the electoral embarassment suffered by his former
employer four years ago.
His fellow Democrats,
seeking to save their seats
in the Senate and House,

have been abandoning him
in droves. There have even
been whispers that his party
is offering him as a
sacrificial lamb in opposition to an overwhelmingly
popular incumbent, while
they prime for other, more
inspiring candidacies four
years from now.
But everyone, especially
the candidate himself,
knows that if he can not
somehow mount a miracle
comeback this fall, he will
never get a second chance.
The young Democrats, the
Gary Hart devotees, see him
as a dinosaur, the last of the
New Deal Democrats still
reciting from a litany of oldfashioned remedies for
modern problems. They
almost wrenched the
nomination from the old-line
party bosses this time
around, and their lackluster
support of their party's
ticket this fall Indicates
their confidence in finally
seizing control of the party
come 1988.
Still, Walter Mondale continues. He derides the current economic recovery as
'mortgaging the future' and
proposes additional taxation and government spending to deal with a federal
deficit that he fears will ruin
our economy. He sees
America's renewed strength
and confidence as a harbinger ot possible war, and
urges radical changes in our
foreign policy. His attacks
on the president's social
agenda have left the electorate unimpressed.
But this time, he can not
quit. Not even twenty yards
from the finish.
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Reagan fights for equality
by Kim Pup
University ol Calllornlr
Ronald Reagan has
selected mote women tot
policy-making positions
during his first two years in
ofllce than any ol his
predecessors. All told,
women hold more than 1,600
positions In the White
House and throughout the
Executive Branch.
Soon after Reagan's election In 1960, the first woman
ever to serve on the U.S.
Supreme Court, Sandra Day
O'Connor, was appointed.
He is also the first president
to have three women serve
In his cabinet at the same
time.
Margaret
Heckler,
Secretary of Health and
Human Services, heads an
organization whose budget

HHS Secretary Margaret
Heckler
Is the third largest in the entire world. She remarks, "I
have had several occasions
to recommend alternative
solutions to the president
on key issues and have been
able to convince him to
reasses his prior positions.

All the President's women
He has always listened to
me carefully and respected
my opinion."
Elizabeth Dole, Secretary
of Transportation, is the
first woman to head a
department which also contains a branch of the armed
forces, the United States
Coast Guard. Ms. Dole feels
that President Reagan
deserves much more credit

for his genuine support of
competent women.
Jeane Kirkpatrick, United
States Ambassador to the
United Nations, plays a
powerful role In the forming
and carrying out of this
country's foreign policy.
Lest there be any doubt
about her impression of the
president, she has commented
that:
'male

chauvinists are not willing
to listen to what women
have to say on foreign affairs ... The president has
been dealing with me
seriously, and taking me
seriously since I met him.
And I think he does the same
with other women as well.'
Perhaps
the
best
understanding of the President's attitude towards

women In positions of great
responsibility can be gleaned from his own words:
'The conservative party of
Great
Britain chose
Margaret Thatcher as their

Equal rights: the real story
Since being elected, the
Reagan administration has
vigorously supported legal
and economic equality for
all woman.
Reagan ha* stated that
women should be protected
against discrimination in all
forms, but that these protections should take the form
of specific legislation. Ha
believes that legal equity
should be guaranteed, but
the power to establish that
equity should be left with
the elected representatives
of the people.
He has also called for and
produced stronger enforcement of protections already
written Into the statutes. At
his direction, Justice
Department workers actively enforce possible violations of equal rights legislation paaaed in the past.
In 1961. Reagan created
the Task Force on Legal
Equity for Woman to work
with the Justice Department
in finding and cataloguing
gender-biased laws and
rules, so that they can be ef-

fectlvtly changed or
eliminated. As a result,
more progress has been
made to correct genderbiased federal statutes than
in any previous administration. The Task Force also
recommended internal
review* within the administration to determine
possible bias in its own
regulation*, a recommendation all 42 federal department* have followed.
He has endorsed 122
changes In federal law
recommended by his task
force on legal equity to
remove provision* that
discriminate
against
women, and another project
has sparked forty-two of the
fifty states Into examining
their own laws to identify
and eliminate genderdiscrlminatory language.
Individual Retirement Ac
countg (IRA) rules have been
liberalized, In order to
recognize the value of nonworking spouses to provide
greater retirement savings,
the President has proposed
raising the spousal IRA limit

from 12.250 to $4,000. The
"marriage tax penalty" also
has been greatly reduced-a
great savings to lowerincome families with two
breadwinners.
In addition, since President Reagan took office,
women have benefited, a*
have all Americans, from
lower taxes, reduced inflation, lower Interest rate*,
and, most Importantly, more
job opportunities He has
also reduced the marriage
tax penalty, virtually
eliminated the estate tax,
expanded savings opportunities for spouses, put
teeth into child support enforcement legislation, and
worked for pension equity
tor women.
"We must work together
to ensure women can participate in our national life
in the manner they choose
and that they are treated
equally", he has said. "We,
In this administration, are
committed to eliminating,
once and for all. all traces of
unjust discrimination
against woman."

Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Oola
leader not because she was
a woman, but because she
was the best person for the
job,' Reagan said. There
was no tokenism or cynical
'symbolism'. She became a
leader of her party, and
prime minister of Great Britain because she was judged by her peers to be a
superior leader. And that is
how the first republican
woman president will do it.'
'The women who have advanced in the Republican
party, coming up through
the ranks, and doing it by
merit. These women are
changing America, and they
are changing it for the better. The American people
recognize this and will support such a woman when
she runs for President of the
United States.

Today's students: Quieter, but still concerned
by Eric Nelsan
Dartmouth College
In the spring of 1984, all
eight candidates seeking
the Democratic presidental
nomination arrived in
Hanover for the first debate
of
the
campaign.
Simultaneously, In an attempt to gain publicity for
their causes, Pro Life and
Pro Choice a' ists, along
with a few
er activist
groups, took advantage of
this attention by protesting
before, during, and after the
debate.
But these demonstrations were rather sparsely
attended, and although all
were held on the college
grounds, very lew students
participated. What has happened to the student activism of the Sixties and early Seventies?
Critics will quickly relate to
you that today's college
students have lost Interest in
demonstrating and have
become concerned about their
potential salaries. They claim

that those members of our
society between the ages of
16-24 have become narrowminded and self-centered,
stereotyping students Into the
Me Generation. These critics
form an image of today's student as an uncaring and uninformed group that refuses to
put forth the effort to acquaint
itself with the issues.
While these critics may feel
they have all the answers, the
one thing they don't quite

possess is a perfect concept of
reality. To those well acquainted with the Eighties
Generation, its members come
across as interested, informed,
and concerned about the Issues
and the political scene that surrounds them.
While they may not be as
vocal as their counterparts from
earlier generation, they often
seem more interested in acquiring knowledge about our
political process. As a result,

they have learned how to get
their issue Into the limelight by
using the system and by
avoiding the use of violence and
destruction.
For example, at the aforementioned debate, while the
demonstrations continued
without many supporters, the
auditorium was packed with
students eager to hear the can
dtdates. Other areas containing
ctosedcircuit television screens
were filled with those unable to

CONTROLLING
MIATON—THE
fAMOST POLICY OF ALL

gain entrance into the debate
itself. Even in the tube rooms of
the anti-Intellectual fraternities, brothers watched the
proceedings with fascination.
After the debate, four receptions were held, and again,
students made their presence
felt by filling the halls and asking pertinent questions of the
candidates.
At a more recent event,
Reagan-Bush campaign director Edward Rollins spoke here
about the intricacies of campaigning. Cramming a hall that
seated fifty, over two hundred
students listened intently to the
strategies of national campaigning. These students,
representing a wide range of
political viewpoints, came to
learn and listen.
Student activism still has a
strong presenceon our campuses. It is only the methods we
employ that have changed. No
longer do we march and burn,
but try to change the system by
working with it. Perhaps a less
colorful strategy, but ultimately, we think, more successful
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Editorials
People, not symbols
You know, there's just no way we can win.
Back in the 1960s, adults looked down at
students for protesting. Then, in the 70s, when
young people were apolitical, they made tun ot us
for being apathetic.
So now we're turning conservative, and they're
giving it to us with both barrels. We're selfish.
We're shallow. We're greedy. We're short-sighted.
We're stupid.
Don't we know that kids are supposed to be
liberals?
No, we don't know we're supposed to be liberals.
We're not supposed to be liberal any more than
we're supposed to be conservative or moderate or
anything else.
Today's college students are Informed and
open-minded and concerned. And we're definitely
not interested In fitting in with anybody's twenty
year old stereotypes about what we're supposed to
be.
We're not interested In conforming with party
labels anymore. Maybe a few more young people
are turning Republican, but most of us consider
ourselves Independents. With a capital 'I'.
Yes, we're supporting Ronald Reagan this time
around. There are six million more Jobs than there
were when he took office, Jobs that we're going to
need when we graduate. And we're a lot more confident about the future, and a lot more sure of
ourselves, than we were four years ago. Reagan
deserves credit for that.
But that doesn't mean that we're necessarily
Republicans forever. Our grandparents voted for
FOR In 1932 and voted Democrat for the next fortyfive years. Most of us are not making that kind of
commitment and we nv*«r will.
Maybe we'll be voting Democrat ourselves in
four years. Maybe not. But neither party's going to
be able to take us for granted, because we'll vote
for people and for ideas, not for donkeys and
elephants.

Why not?
In I960, about forty percent of the eligible voters
between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four
voted. That means that sixty percent did not.
Why not?
Officials from both parties are predicting a better youth turnout Tuesday. But not that much better.
Why not?
Think about it. Most of us will wait in line
forhours for tickets to a concert or football game.
But we're not going to take ten minutes or so this
Tuesday to decide who's going to run our nation
for the next four years.
Why not?
Think about it. In four years, almost all of us will
be finished with school and have jobs.
Or maybe we won't have |obs.
Why not?
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GOP puts on voter blitz
by Laura Eaaton
Southern Methodist Univ.
The oflice is tucked away
in a small corner of the top
floor of the Reagan-Bush '84
national campaign offices,
and often escapes the notice
of visitors. But in that office,
which nouses the fifteenperson Voter Programs division, lies what many
Republican leaders consider
the most crucial aspect of the
re-election effort.
Voter Programs has two
main duties, voter registration and coordinating a nationwide get-out-the-vote effort on election day. The
registration phase of the effort was completed on October 12th after having
registered over 3.3 million
new voters, a vast majority
having been targeted as
Reagan supporters.
'The Reagan-Bush '84
Committee
and
the
Republican National Committee have the most
vigorous voter registration
program in the United States
today', says Vice President
George Bush, and Reagan
Bush Voter Programs Director Helen Cameron takes
Bush's statement one step
further, saying, It is the most
intensive effort on registration ever by our party'.
A combination ot techniques were used in reaching
potential voters, according to
Linda Z. Cherry, Deputy Director of Voter Programs, including computer identifica-

The President courts the Moonwalker vote
tion and automated phone
calls. But the key, says
Cherry, was the volunteers
who physically registered the
potential voters. 'The computer work simply assisted
the volunteers in locating the
potential new voters', she
says. 'Without the volunteers,
not one new person would
have been registered.'
The Voter Programs team
is now devoting its full attention to making sure that these
new voters actually vote this
Tuesday. 'We want everyone
to participate in this year's
presidential electoral process', says Cameron.

Of particular concern to
the leaders of this effort,
though, is the historically
poor turnout by young voters.
Only forty percent of eligible
voters between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-four
cast ballots in the 1980 election, and a repeat of that
dismal performance could
negate the immense
popularity that the President
now enjoys among young
voters.
'The future of America is
riding on this election', says
Vice-President Bush. "And
getting out the vote is what
elections are all about'.

My dad, the prez (cont.)
Continued from page 1
The events In Dallas mark a
beginning-ofthe-end of sorts
for my father. If he goes on to
win the general election (Will
It snow in Alaska this
winter?), he will be serving his
final term in any government
office. With this In mind, I
thought he'd like to reflect
this week on his years in
politics.
To begin at the beginning,
Dad never really wanted the
job. 'It all stemmed from a
speech I made at the end of
the '64 campaign,' he says.
That speech, on behalf of
Barry Goldwater, caught the
eye of people whose
business it is to promote candidates. 'I was talked into
(running tor governor of
California) on the basis of our
party being split apart after
the '64 election and people
thinking that maybe I could
help bring it together again.'
He pauses to switch gears. 'It
was a sudden change in my
entire life that I never thought
I'd make. It got to the place
where your mother and I
couldn't sleep very well worrying as to whether we were
being presented with
something we didn't have a
right to turn down. Finally, we
saw It as a responsibility we
couldn't avoid.'
No sooner was he elected
governor than pols began
nagging my father about the
presidency. Characteristical-

ly modest, he regarded this as
a
silly
proposition.
Nonetheless, he allowed his
name to be placed in nomination as a 'favorite son' candidate for the '68 election.
'Good Lord,' he laughs, 'to
come from the profession I
came from and to be only one
year In the first elective office
I'd held ... to stick my head
up and announce I was running for president, well, that I
wouldn't do. I never at any
time solicited votes or said I
was an actual candidate.'
it's no fun to lose,' Dad admits, recalling his first real
run at the nomination against
incumbent Gerald Ford in 76.
'But we gave it our best shot, I
really thought I could make it
a race against Mr. Carter,' he
continues. 'I'd known him
when we were both governors, I'd had a longer time in
office than he'd had and, I
thought, a batter record.'
Self-effacing as he may be
in general, this record is
something my father doesn't
mind touting. He lights up
recalling his days governor,
citing a balanced budget and
a surplus that was handed
back to the taxpayers. It also
gives him an opportunity to
tweak the noses of those who
decried his lack of political
credentials. 'They said, 'it has
never
been
done
before'-glvlng back money to
the people. I said, 'You've
never had an actor up here
before." Of his first term as

president he observes, 'For
years and years the debate in
Washington has been, 'How
much more are we going to
spend?' Since we've been
here the whole debate has
shifted to 'How much more
are we going to cut?'
In a job that calls for pressing the flesh, my father enjoys the unfair advantage ot
harboring a genuine affection
for humanity. 'I don't know
whether it comes from the
previous industry I was in,' he
muses, but I like people. I
don't know how anyone could
be in this business without
liking them but I have to tell
you, there are a lot of politicians who don't.'
'There's a great sense of
fulfillment,' my father says of
his career in government.
There is no hint of frustration
in his voice. If nothing else, he
is a contented man doing
something he believes in.
There have been unanticipated thrills and unaskedfor pain, but, all in all, he
wouldn't change a thing.
When the time comes, my
father will head back to his
beloved ranch. Until then his
work as a public servant
makes everything else look
as he puts It, 'dull as
dishwater.'
Ronald Reagan Jr. wrote this
column for The Dallas Morning News during the
Republican Convention. It is
reprinted with permission.
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Campuses no longer just for liberals
by Jell Jordan
University of Wisconsin
On college campuses,
traditionally hotbeds of
liberalism, conservative
ideology would seem the far
Ihest thing trom any
student's mi'nd. Burning with
political outrage and protest
during the Vietnam War years
of the 1960s and early 70s,
the nation's college campuses have been a hotbed for
liberal thought. Yet now, in
the '80s, it appears the tide is
turning.
Student leaders contend
that students are fed up with
liberal ideologies expounded
by Democrats, and that conservatism and Republican
support Is growing on college
campuses across the country.
Brian Rogga. chairman of
the College Republicans, at
the University of Wisconsin,
points to a steady increase in
his group's membership. "We
are the No. 1 political group
on the University of Wisconsin campus in terms of
membership." he said.
This group of conservative
thinkers formed in 1983
"because people were tired of
getting one view on this campus," Rogga said. "Between
professors, the media, and
the liberal ideology in
Madison, we keep getting a
constant leftist view."
The conservative student
newspaper on campus, the
Badger Herald, boasts a circulation of more than 8.000
on the campus of 44,000
students. The Herald, a weekly publication, claims higher

circulation than its daily
counterpart, the Cardinal,
which circulates 6,000 papers
a day as of last spring.
Mark Hoske, editor
emeritus of the Herald, says
students are more conservative than they'd like to admit. "Individually, if you ask
them, they may not admit to

being conservative-but they
are," he said. "If you look at
the student body as a whole,
many students are voting
Republican."
On the surface, college
students are still basically
liberal, Hoske said. But compared to the late 1960's and
early 70s, conservatism is

much more the trend and is
growing at many of the so
called "liberal schools."
Reagan's big drawing card
among students appears to
be the president's stand on
economic and foreign issues.
"After a lot of years of
Democratic spending,"'
Hoske said, "students saw

the trends and didn't want
their money going in that
direction." The students of
the '80s are a group very concerned with their future and
that ol the country's.
A new day is dawning on
campuses across America
and the trend is toward conservatism.

Confessions of a middle-aged Democrat
by Vic Gold
Hearing Mado Cuomo compared to tne late Adlai Steveneon
at IN* year's Democratic convention reminded me of the first
time I voted In a Presidential election.
The year was 1962. Steveneon was the Democratic candidate
and, although he lost to Dwight Eisenhower, his style and elo
quence attracted a good many voters to the Democratic partyvoters like ma.
A dozen years Mar, after I went to work in Barry Gotdwater's
Presidential campaign, old friends would ask how I happened to
change party allegiance. My answer was, "I didn't change-the
Democratic party did."
It was an answer I used not only In 1964 but right up to this
year's Democratic convention. Then, listening to Mario
Cuomo. Walter Mondale, Tip O'Neill and other speakers at San
Francisco, I realized It wasn't the right answer at all.
The reason I became a Republican 20 years ago -and why
millions of young, middle-aged and older Americans are turning to the Reagan-Bush ticket this year-isn't because the
Democratic party changed. It's because the times have changed
and the Democratic party hasn't.
Everybody agreed that Mario Cuomo gave an eloquent disquisition of the Democratic party's philosophy when he addressed the convention In San Francisco. There were media
raves over Cuomo's rhetoric and presentation They stylewas
1964-but what about the substance?
It was as If Cuomo-llke another New Yorker. Rip Van
Winkle-had just awakened from a 52-year sleep and still
thought the country wea m the middle of the Great depression of
the 1930s.
TheAmericathat the Democratic keynoter sawthat night in
San Francisco wasn't a country enjoying an economic boom,
after years of economic misery under the Carter-Mondale administration. Instead, despite the Reagan-Bush recovery of the

past four years, the New York Governor rubbed rue eyes and
said, as he saw it, things were terrible and bound » get worse
And what was Rip Van Cuomo's recipe to avert this Impending disaster? The same as Walter Mondate's, Geraldlne Farraro's. Ted Kennedy's. Tip O'Neill's, and every other national
Democratic leader of the past half century: government programs and more government programs. Bigger government
spending. Higher taxes. Do we have a problem? Fine-|ust
throw money at it and It'll all be solved.
It all started with the New Deal in i«3Z. I hen came tne
Fair Deal of 1948 Then the New Frontier of 1960, and the
Great Society of 1964. Nobody argues that all these
Democratic programs didn't rpoduce some good. But
this Is 1984. not 1932 or 1964, and the time has long since
past when the American people looked to government for
the answer to all problems Instead, what Americans are
turning to in the Reagan-Bush program is renewed em
phasls on free enterprise and Individual initiative as the
answer to our country's economic challenges of the
1960s and beyond.
Once, perhaps, when Franklin Roosevelt came into of
fice during the Great Depression, government could provide answers But in 1980 the American people drew the
line. What Ronald Reagan's election that year said-and
what the Rip Van Winkles of the Democratic party fail to
understand-is that as far as the people are concerned,
government today is the problem, not the answer.
Times have changed. The Democratic Party hasn't. It's
as simple as that. Let Walter Mondale and Geraldlne Ferraro run against Herbert Hoover if they want, but what
new voter in 1964 are more likely to recall Isn't the Great
Depression but the Great Malaise of the Carter Mondale
years.
Vic Go/d, nationally known author and Itcturn,

Students speak out

do you support President Reagan?

'I'm going to vote for Ronald
Reagan in '84 because of
the fine job he's done for the
past lour years. His foreign
policy stand is one which
makes me feel proud to be
an Amarlcan. Reagan won't
stand for garbage that is
handed to us by other countries. His economic policy
has also proven itselfAmerica is on its road to
recovery one step at a time,
and I believe Reagan should
beat the helm.'
Karla Meade. Bowling
Green State University

The economic climate Is
of particular Importance to
me due to the fact that there
is a direct corrolation between the prosperity of the
United States and my
parents' ability to put me
through college. It is also
important to me that we are
a strong nation, with a stron
leader, one that does not get
pushed around by other nations as they did In the past.
It gives me confidence to
know that we are a secure
nation.
Alan J. Levey
University ol Iowa

Ronald Reagan has what
America wants and needs in
a President - strength,
morality, and a sense of
tradition. He is not the candidate of the rich but the
candidate of the aspiring.
We are better off than we
were four years ago. The
economy is stronger; we are
proud of our country again;
and we are prepared to protect our freedom.
Sharon Coggan,
Northwestern University

i support the re-election of
President Ronald Reagan
and the continued leadership of the Reagan administration. I feel that
Reagan's economic policies
can successfully lead our
nation towards economic
stability with full support of
American's business and industry. I believe that
Reagan's firm stance on
foreign political Issues
must be continued for the
safety of our nation. Ronald
Reagan will receive my vote
in the November '84 election.
Laura Moreiand, University
ol Santa Clara

Why vote for Reagan? It's
simple. This election Is a
clear choice between two
different views of the role of
government: the big spending, big government view
of Walter Mondale vs. the
free enterprise, limited
* government view of President Reagan.
President Reagan's
record speaks for Itself. He
has brought the country out
of a period of economic
disaster and national
malaise brought on by the
Carter/Mondale team and
has restored the nation's
confidence in its leadership.
Eric A. Koch
Georgetown University
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